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Dateline: India
A man is suing his parents for giving birth to
him without his consent. According to BBC
News, 27-year-old Mumbai businessman
Raphael Samuel is an anti-natalist—he
believes that life is full of suffering, and the
world would be better off without humans.
According to his philosophy, people should
stop reproducing immediately to prevent
future suffering. To illustrate his dedication, he
filed a lawsuit against his parents, demanding
to be paid to exist. “I know it’s going to be
thrown out because no judge would hear it,”
he told reporters. “But I do want to file a case
because I want to make a point.” About a year
ago, Samuel created a Facebook page,
Nihilanand, which features posters of himself
wearing a large fake beard and an eye mask,
printed with anti-natalist slogans. “Your
parents had you instead of a toy or a dog, you
owe them nothing, you are their
entertainment,” reads one. “Why does society
reward people for having unprotected sex?”
asks another. Samuel’s parents, both of whom
are lawyers, are apparently taking the lawsuit
with good humor. When he told his mother
over breakfast that he planned to sue her, she
reportedly said it was fine, but not to expect
her to go easy on him in court. She told
reporters that people are focusing too much on
this single aspect of the story and should pay
more attention to the compassionate message
in her son’s philosophy and “his concern for
the burden on Earth’s resources due to needless
life.”

Dateline: Canada
A man’s request to use his last name on a
vanity license plate was denied on the grounds
that it was too offensive. CBC News reports
Dave Assman of Melville, Sask., was told by
Saskatchewan Government Insurance that he
could not use his name, pronounced “Oss-
men,” for a personal license plate because it
was an “unacceptable slogan.” Assman says
he’s proud of his family name—which he says
has an honorable history—and pointed out
that it’s the only name he’s ever had. When he
asked SGI why his application had been
rejected, he was told that the plates could be
misconstrued as offensive by members of the
public who were unaware of its pronunciation.
“Even if a word is someone’s name and
pronounced differently than the offensive
version, that’s not something that would be
apparent to other motorists who will see the
plate,” SGI spokesperson Tyler McMurchy
wrote in an email to CBC News. Assman has
appealed the decision, but McMurchy expects
it to be upheld, as the personalized license
plate review committee has rejected the name

in the past. Assman told reporters he doubts
the plate will be approved “because SGI is
SGI. They’ll do what they want anyway.”

Dateline: Louisiana
A New Orleans’ Saints fan died to avoid
watching Super Bowl LIII, claims his obituary.
New Orleans native Henry Jaume was a US
Army veteran who served as a local law
enforcement officer. Last week his obituary
was published by the New Orleans Advocate,
stating that he’d passed away on Sunday, Feb.
3 at 1pm—mere hours before kickoff—
“determined not to watch Super Bowl LIII.”
Jaume’s alleged posthumous protest of the
game coincided with a gathering of thousands
of Saints fans who took to the streets of New
Orleans during the Super Bowl in protest of an
allegedly missed call made in an earlier game
that kept the Saints from playing. According
to CNN, game officials may have failed to
notice a pass interference during the final
minutes of an NFC Championship Game
leading up to the Super Bowl, allowing the Los
Angeles Rams to profit from a stretch of
overtime and ultimately win. US Sen. Bill
Cassidy, of Louisiana, took to the Senate floor
last month to demand answers for the no-call
from the NFL. His argument included visual
aids and reportedly lasted for nearly seven
minutes. Jaume, remembered by family and
friends as a charismatic man who always made
people laugh, has been held up as a hero by
fans who honored him with posts on social
media. His funeral was held Feb. 5.

Dateline: United States
Public outcry over a flirtatious napkin
produced by Coca-Cola and Delta Air Lines
caused the companies to apologize last week.
CNN reports Delta passengers were given a
napkin last month with Diet Coca-Cola
branding that said, “because you’re on a plane
full of interesting people and hey … you never
know.” On the back of the napkin was the
message: “be a little old school. write down
your number & give it to your plane crush. you
never know … .” Spaces were left for
passengers to fill in their names and telephone
numbers. While some people seemed to enjoy
the marketing move, others were upset. One
Twitter user posted a photo of the napkin,
saying, “These napkins are creepy AF. Pretty
sure no one appreciated unsolicited phone
numbers in the ‘good old days’ and they sure as
heck don’t want the number of someone who
has been gawking at them on a plane for hours
today. Not a good look.” Last week the Coca-
Cola Company made a public statement: “We
sincerely apologize to anyone we may have
offended.” The company said steps were being
taken to remove the offending napkins. A
spokesperson for Delta Air Lines told USA
Today, “We rotate Coke products regularly as
part of our brand partnership, but missed the
mark with this one. We are sorry for that and
began removing the napkins from our aircraft
in January.” a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to
josh@alibi.com.
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Governor Pulls Troops From Border
Last week Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham ordered
National Guard troops deployed at New Mexico’s
southern border to withdraw. 

CNN reports Lujan Grisham ordered the
withdrawal to combat President Donald Trump’s
attempts to militarize the nation’s border with
Mexico. During a press conference, she told
reporters, “I’m not going to participate, nor do I
think it’s appropriate in any shape or fashion to
use the National Guard to attempt to militarize
the border where we’re dealing with asylum
seekers who their constitutional rights continue
to be breached.”

Lujan Grisham said she’d met with the
National Guard and Border Patrol to discuss the
reserve military’s presence, and they’d failed to
convince her that the National Guard had played
any significant role in curtailing criminal activity
at the border. 

The order was reportedly given just before
the president’s State of the Union address. A
total of 118 National Guard soldiers were
deployed in New Mexico, according to the
governor’s office. Of those, only 11 to 15 soldiers
will remain at the border reportedly to help with
humanitarian needs. National Guard troops from
six other states were ordered to return to their
home states.

Chaco Oil and Gas Lease Sale
Deferred
Federal officials announced they will not be
moving forward with the sale of oil and gas
leases for land parcels near Chaco Culture
National Historical Park until further analysis
can be conducted. 

According to the Associated Press, land
managers with the US Bureau of Land
Management chose to delay the decision after
being criticized for pushing forward with the
controversial plan without notifying the public.
US Sen. Tom Udall of New Mexico told reporters
that BLM scheduled the lease sale during the
35-day shutdown in what he called an “opaque
process.” 

Chaco—a significant historical and cultural
site that’s centuries old—is located in a remote
area, and opponents of the sale say leasing the
land near the site to oil and gas companies could
have a negative impact. The decision to delay
the sale until its repercussions are fully analyzed
was a reversal from a notice given by the agency
in January that it would proceed with drilling
permit reviews and energy lease preparations
with the sale scheduled for March 28.

This is reportedly the third time the BLM has
deferred on selling the land parcels under the
Trump administration.

Grants Awarded to Battle
Homelessness
State programs that help support those
experiencing homelessness have received a
boost in funds thanks to an infusion from the
federal government.

KOB4 reports the US Department of
Housing and Urban Development announced
nearly $2 billion in grants to fund local social
programs across the country aimed at battling
homelessness. New Mexico was reportedly
awarded $11,187,659.

According to HUD, the grant money will be
used to support a “broad array of interventions
designed to assist individuals and families
experiencing homelessness.” a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE NEWS | NEWS ANALYSIS

Paying For Success
Financing dominates debate

new taxes slogan to garner political—if not
fiscal—support, it’s no wonder the measures
failed.

Here, entrenched fiscal conservative
didactics and progressive think tank rhetoric
like that at the Rio Grande Foundation—who
lambasted the proposal, writing that it would
have “detrimental effects”—came together
with a message that was much more
convincing than any of the APS bean-
counters could muster. The only issue that
remains, of course, is who is going to pay for
maintenance improvement and, indeed, a
complete re-envisioning of our state’s public
education system?

In Rides the Legislature
While the question of providing funding for
capital outlay projects in the public education
arena remains to be solved within the walls of
the APS boardroom or at the merry
Roundhouse, the debate over providing
funding for improved curricula has reached
fever pitch.

On Saturday the state House Commerce
and Economic Development committee voted
yes on House Joint Resolution 1, ensuring the
legislation would be heard on the floor of that
same chamber—but not without some pointed
dissent.

The resolution, HJR 1, as readers may
recall, calls for allocating funds from the state’s
Land Grant Permanent Fund—a reservoir of
capital that comes from revenue derived from
oil and gas leases and royalties as well as
subsequent investments—to pay for a major
upgrade to New Mexico’s public educational
process. That necessary upgrade is called “pre-
kindergarten initiatives.” If approved the
resolution would result in a statewide ballot to
amend our state’s constitution to allow for
such programatic funding.

In case you wanna know, social scientists
and seasoned educators agree that one way up
and out of the miasma our culture finds itself
swamped by is to start educating citizens at a

very young age, to guarantee that by the time
they reach elementary school, they have
developed reading, writing and critical
thinking skills that will increase their chances
for success in today’s world.

The fund is currently valued at over $17.5
billion and already pays for many public
education programs as well as funding projects
at state community colleges and universities.
Projections for fiscal year 2019 show that
nearly $750 million is already earmarked for
sustaining and improving education in the
state. HJR 1 asks that an additional amount of
about $150 million per year be set aside
annually for our state’s youngest learners.

Those who have come out against the
measure, unsurprisingly, are mostly from the
New Mexican Coalition of Educational
Leaders, a group that represents school board
superintendents and public school
administrators throughout the state. They
believe adding pre-K initiatives to the
appropriations formula would destabilize the
fund, threatening sustainable school funding
down the line.

Reckoning the nay-sayers in this case are of
the same culture that spawned the awesomely
great idea to get capital outlay funding from
what amounts to a middle-class tax increase in
Burque, it is reasonable to support the
initiative with the belief that better, earlier
educational opportunities will result in a
plethora of benefits to our state from fewer
dropouts to less dependence on welfare and
economic growth too.

The next hurdle for this spending bill will
likely be in the N.M. Senate, where members
of that chamber’s finance committee have
already called for the measure’s defeat. Let’s
hope that this year, Republicans and
Democrats on that key committee are listening
to their constituents and not the pie-in-the-
sky ideological discourse of school boards and
school superintendents that have already
proven themselves out of touch with the
communities they serve.

After all, someone’s gotta pay. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

Y
ou don’t have to tune into the teevee news
or pick up the right-of-center daily to get
hip to major themes at this year’s

Legislature. It’s possible to discover the
overarching plots of this year’s 60-day
engagement without even relying on social
media.

Listen to folks dishing at the local coffee
shop, hear the conversations taking place at
one’s favorite grocer, the Rail Runner cabin
you’re sitting in. Chances are you are hearing
about two things: education reform and,
specifically, public education financing.

After last week’s stunning defeat of an APS
election whose victory would have seen an
untimely increase in property taxes traded for
improvements to the aging school district’s
infrastructure, the issue of public education in
New Mexico can be distilled down to a quest
for the money necessary to implement reforms
without raising taxes—at least that’s the way
voters see it.

The intensity of the debate about how to
pay for the revitalization so necessary to our
state’s public education system is matched in
fervor by the discourse about what shape
reform should take in order to lift our state
from the educational abyss to which it was
consigned by La Tejana and her operatives.

As if relevantly linked to the minds of their
constituents—for the first time in eight years
some would argue—legislative committees met
this weekend to discuss the public schools and
money, seeking input and looking for a way
forward for issues that have dogged New
Mexicans for several election cycles.

A Public Election
At the beginning of the month, Albuquerque
voters were asked to approve raising about
$900 million over the next six years—through
a bond measure and two tax levies—to pay for
“basic public facility maintenance,
replacement of 60-year-old school buildings,
providing basic classroom equipment such as
furniture, technology and, yes, musical
instruments ...” That’s according to Kitzio
Wijenje, who is the Executive Director of
Albuquerque Public Schools Master Plan.

The problem is that the brain trust at APS
hadn’t sent feelers out into the community to
test for amenability. This lack of probing
resulted in a landmark failure. The
combination of funding questions, if answered
affirmatively, would have resulted in property
tax increases in the range of five percent.

In a stuttering New Mexico economy
where local homeowners and small businesses
are still treading water, where fixed incomes
are de rigueur for older property owners, in a
time when the former ruling party used the no

Dolores Gonzales Elementary School, Albuquerque, N.M. ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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Never Known Questions
City residents look toward solutions

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
h, good old Albuquerque, where February
will fool you into thinking that spring has
arrived, where a still-fresh city

administration filled with educated, progressive
technocrats and deep-thinking leaders will surely
remove the obstacles holding us back.

Well, spring will get here; and change,
though it’s on the horizon, will be slow. We’ve
dug a pretty deep hole for ourselves, after all.

As 2019 takes root and prepares to bloom all
over Burque, questions remain about the
essential issues facing the city. But while some of
these underlying reasons for our town’s high
crime rate and middling economic standing have
been and continue to be progressively addressed
by Mayor Tim Keller and a City Council led by
progressives like Klarissa Peña and Pat Davis,
others, notably the ART project, seem to have
disappeared from the discourse.

Clearly there are myriad issues facing the city.
It’s hard work to even think about all the things
we need to do together to keep Albuquerque on-
track in the midst of things like the state
education crisis or a federal administration
hellbent on backwards thinking and corruption.

For the moment, we’re going to set those hot-
to-the-touch items aside. Maybe they’ll cool off
in the next couple of weeks as the Legislature
reaches its peak, as special counsel Mueller
finishes his report and a newly empowered US
House of Representatives begins to flex its
oversight muscles.

That said, partners, here’s an old-fashioned
roundup of that stuff in the city that Weekly Alibi
has been following the past week—while looking
off into the distance, into the future, hopefully of
course.

ART
There has not been much news about progress
made—or otherwise—with respect to the ART
project. A quick survey of news sources shows
that only three recent published items exist on
the matter. But is no news good news, as the
ancient dictum prescribes?

In January, a columnist at the local daily
reported on a suggestion by one of her readers
that the city’s current buses—which have doors
that are not aligned with ART station
parameters, there’re on the wrong side of the
bus—should be used, even if they have to run on
the wrong side of the street.

A few days later, even more ridiculous news
surfaced when the teevee news characterized
ART as the “source of a lot of running jokes,”
further stating that “It’s no secret that people in
Albuquerque are sick of ART,” in a piece about
an ART parody vehicle that keeps popping up
on Albuquerque streets.

Of course we ran a very compelling op-ed
about ART recently too. The author, UNM and
N.M. National Guard alum Winston Spencer

was critical of the lack of technological embrace
manifested in a project that was essentially
designed around electric buses.

The vehicles chosen to replace the ill-fated
BYD electrics—made by New Flyer, a Canadian
company—run on natural gas, a nonrenewable
energy source that has a deleterious effect on
the climate, especially when it is extracted from
the ground. A huge methane concentration is
currently hovering over the Four Corners as
testament to that outcome.

How that fact fits in with the new urbanist
vision at the heart of ART remains to be
adequately explained.

LEAD
In much more conclusive and therefore
heartening news, the city has recently embraced
a program called Law Enforcement Assisted
Diversion in order to better deal with crime in
the city. Though the actual implementation of
the program hinges on the approval of the DOJ
monitor assigned to Albuquerque, the county—
where the plan saw its inception through
BernCo Commissioner Maggie Hart Stebbins—
has already moved forward with funds to hire
case managers for LEAD.

Under the new program, diversion and not
incarceration will be the priority for police and
sheriff’s interactions involving low-level
criminals and crime. Weekly Alibi spoke to Pat
Davis about what the program meant to Burque
and its citizens and the City Councilor from the
International District—where the LEAD is
designed to be initially activated—responded at
length, telling our reporter, “We won’t arrest
our way out of poverty or addiction. Instead of
tagging low-level offenders with an arrest that
follows them the rest of their lives, we’re
looking for ways to interrupt their path and give
them a fresh start.”

When asked to elaborate Davis continued,
saying, “It’s smart for police and budgets. For
the same amount of time and money the system
invests in one arrest, warehousing them in jail,
and months of court hearings and supervision,
we’re investing all that up front in diverting

them to a program with case managers and
support that helps them address the underlying
issues and avoid the lifelong cycles of
incarceration that keeps them from finding
housing stability, jobs and healthier living.”

Paid Sick Leave
Back in the summer of 2017, Weekly Alibi’s
editorial board—which is mostly a cat named
after a character in a Saul Bellow novel—wrote
an award-winning editorial on the importance
of implenting paid sick leave for workers in this
city. We struck a progressive, even democratic
socialist tone by writing in the conclusion that
those who argue against providing such “run the
risk of looking like craven capitalists at a time
when our city and nation crave leadership
imbued with a sense of shared purpose and
moral responsibility. To be clear, providing for
the health of our citizens through this
ordinance is the first step in re-humanizing
government services and business practices.”

Well we certainly stand by that statement
and are encouraged that City Councilor Davis
has submitted legislation to the City Council
that would reintroduce the issue to leaders and
citizens in our burg. Though the proposal has
not yet been vetted in committee—Davis is
waiting to find out how similar statewide
legislation fares in this year’s legislative
session—it’s a good step forward for the city.

This is especially true given the findings of
research commissioned by the Council which
found, among other things, that 90 percent of
Albuquerque residents with incomes under
$15,000 per year lack paid sick leave and that
36 percent of Burque workers employed by
private businesses did not have paid sick leave
as an option when illness inevitably struck.

The research report, conducted by UNM’s
Bureau of Business and Economic Research is
particularly critical of the leisure and hospitality
industry here in town, strongly implying that
lack of paid sick leave—which sometimes
results in ill employees coming in to work out of
fear of being canned—has the potential to be a
public health issue.

The report also struck an inadvertent chord
for worker’s rights by discovering through the
scientific method that 83 percent of workers in
El Duque are in favor of a paid sick leave
ordinance, while 57 percent of local employers
are steadfastly against such a measure.

Clearly current cultural zeitgeist is available
to be drawn upon in such a situation as this.
Citizens all over the nation are standing up to
the regressive direction taken by the Trump
regime, even electing a Democratic House of
Representatives to provide oversight and
consequences; it would be way cooler if the
leadership class—much like Davis and his
cohort—recognized the importance of a healthy
working class in engendering a sustainable
solution for workers in addition to the other
work being done in the name of progressivism.

UNM
Though not a matter to be legislatively
considered by the Keller administration—or by
political progressivism in general—the debacle
at the UNM department of athletics is
embarrassing to both proud alums of the
institution, this reporter included, and citizens
of Albuquerque who have been treated to
scandal after scandal at the state’s flagship
university for nigh on 30 years now.

In what sounds like the latest charges being
brought against Uncle Junior on “The
Sopranos” teevee show, former UNM athletic
director Paul Krebs has been charged with
crimes like money laundering, tampering with
evidence and fraud.

Though a supposed fundraising trip to
Scotland in 2015 set off the crime detectors at
the state Attorney General’s office in the Krebs’
case, it’s become clear that the perennially
losing Lobo football team is just a symbol for
massive dysfunction at the same school.

The University of New Mexico has
presented this city’s citizens with a slew of
unseemly, felonious and university-damaging
shenanigans. Folks like UNM Anthropology
professor Cristobal Valencia and former
president F. Chris Garcia—who must carry the
name “Burque Pops” around his neck like an
albatross for all eternity—are pariahs and Krebs
may soon face that unfortunate school-staining
reputation too.

Given the latest news from the Roundhouse,
that our new progressive minded governor has
just appointed five new regents to UNM, that
formerly Lujan Grisham voiced her criticism of
the institution in certain terms, telling the
Santa Fe Reporter just before she was elected
that she was “not satisfied with the work of any
of the regents” we are hopeful that these
appointments provide an opportunity to restore
the dignity and lawfulness of an otherwise
beloved college.

Because spring’s right around the next bend,
isn’t it? a

CITY OF ALBUQUERQUEAlbuquerque, NM
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CALENDAR
THURSDAY FEB 14
ALBUQUERQUE TOURISM & SIGHTSEEING FACTORY Albucreepy is
for Lovers. A ghost walk featuring ABQ’s greatest love stories gone
wrong. Date night begins at the factory. Next stop is to enjoy a pint of
beer and two slices of pizza before the ghost walk. 219 Central Ave
NW, Suite 102. $40. 7-9:30pm. 13+. 200-2642. alibi.com/v/69xu.

HOLLOW SPIRITS DISTILLERY Fill the Hollow in Your Heart: Valentine’s
Day Speed Dating. For all single professionals ages 21 to 45. 1324
First Street NW. $25. 6-9pm. 21+. 217-5465. alibi.com/v/6axi.

LEARN
SIDEWINDERS ABQ Kink Inclusive Society Slosh. Meet and learn
about the kink/BDSM lifestyle. Nipples and holes must always be
covered and no penetration is allowed. Play is for demos only. Waiver
required. 8900 Central Ave SE. 6:30-10:30pm. 21+. 265-5815.
alibi.com/v/69ih.

FRIDAY FEB 15
SIDEWINDERS Non-Monogamy Meet and Greet. Find resources and
information about polyamory, non-monogamy, open relationships,
swinging and more in a safe, comfortable environment. 8900 Central
Ave SE. 6:30-8:30pm. 21+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/69p5.

KIDS
ABQ BIOPARK AQUARIUM Aquarium Overnight. Learn about ocean
species and their fascinating nighttime behaviors. 2601 Central Ave
NW. 7pm-8am. 848-7180. alibi.com/v/6a0r.

LEARN
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Colcha Community Stitch-
Along. A monthly gathering for colcheras of all skill levels led by Annette
Gutierrez Turk in the traditional New Mexican style of embroidery. Bring
a project along and enjoy informal, community sessions. 1701 Fourth
Street SW. Free. 9:30am-noon. ALL-AGES! 246-2261. alibi.com/v/691i.

TOMASITA’S ALBUQUERQUE Facebook Business Basics Class. Learn
the important difference between a personal page and business page,
when and how to use them and tips on the best way to monitor and
grow. 4949 Pan American Fwy NE. $50. 1-4pm. 15+. 379-3363.
alibi.com/v/6ar0.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER The Art of Being Human. A
balance of meditation, practice, stillness, movement, conversations,
silence, movies of our minds, food, an engaging film and talks about
basic, shared human goodness. 1102 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$100.
6:30-8:50pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6aob.

SOURCE Dance Gathering. Build community and promote healing
through dance in a safe space for marginalized groups. Bring a dish
and remember events are alcohol, drug and fragrance free. 1111
Carlisle Blvd SE. $0-$30. 7-11pm. ALL-AGES! 666-1953.
alibi.com/v/6b04.

YOGA ART SPACE Valentine’s Couples Aerial Thai Yoga Massage. Learn
and practice Thai yoga massage techniques that help to relieve muscle
tension and stress. 8338 Comanche Rd NE. $15. 7-8:30pm. 15+.
663-6421. alibi.com/v/69dx.

SATURDAY FEB 16
ABQ BBQ Speed Dating for the LGBTQIA Community. A series of 5-
minute dates with up to 20 singles. 7520 Fourth Street NW. $20.
2-5pm. 21+. 361-2278. alibi.com/v/6a20.

SOUTHWEST ORGANIZING PROJECT ABQ Democratic Socialists of
America General Meeting. Meet your friendly local democratic socialists
at the monthly general meeting. 1002 Park Ave SW. 2-4pm.
alibi.com/v/64pm.

OSUNA NURSERY Osuna University: Soil Amendments for a Healthy
Garden. Greg discusses products and techniques to improve and
amend soil for a healthy garden. 501 Osuna Rd NE. 11am-noon.
ALL-AGES! 345-6644. alibi.com/v/6ayh.

SPORTS
UNM CONTINUING EDUCATION BUILDING N.M. Trout Fly Fishing
Conclave. The conclave addresses all aspects of fly-fishing with featured
speakers Landon Mayer, the renowned fly-fishing guide, author and
lecturer, Jason Randall. 1634 University Blvd NE. $40. ALL-AGES!
505m 328-1489. alibi.com/v/6a6h.

OUTDOOR
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Trail Watch Volunteer
Training. Become part of the community and lend abilities from special
events to education, interpretation, gardening, publicity, trail mainte-
nance and more. Registration required. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 9am-noon.
897-8831. alibi.com/v/6apl.

ROUTES BICYCLE TOURS & RENTALS Valentine’s Bike Tour. The 9th
Annual VeloTines bike tour, which is uniquely designed for romantics
at heart and travels to a selection of stunning locations in the Rio
Grande Valley. 2113 Charlevoix St NW. $70-$75. 1-5pm. 21+.
933-5667. alibi.com/v/69xr.

SUNDAY FEB 17
MANZANO DEL SOL Death Café. Engage in a conversation to increase
awareness of death to make the most of our finite lives. Drink tea or
coffee, eat cake or cookies and discuss mortality issues. RSVP
requested. 5201 Roma Ave. NE. 3-5pm. 18+. 265-7215.
alibi.com/v/6awj.

SPORTS
SANTA ANA STAR CENTER, Rio Rancho N.M. Runners vs. Colorado
Inferno Arena Soccer. Cheer on the home team as they host Colo.
3001 Civic Center Circle. $0-$10. 3pm. ALL-AGES! 663-7786.
alibi.com/v/6akf.

OUTDOOR
ROUTES BICYCLE TOURS & RENTALS Routes Sandia Snowshoe Tour.
Trained naturalist guides lead by snowshoe through evergreen forests
and snow to views of the Rio Grande Valley, the Rocky Mountains of
Santa Fe and the volcanic fields of the Jemez. 2113 Charlevoix St NW.
$80-$85. 1pm. ALL-AGES! 933-5667. alibi.com/v/69xt.

PETS
BOOFY’S BEST FOR PETS Escape From Al-CAT-raz. Knox and Lisa are
breakin’ out, but a donation to F.A.T. Katz keeps them in prison. For
every dollar donated, they’ll spend one minute in “jail”.  The first $500
donated is matched by a benefactor. 8201 Golf Course Rd NW.
Donation. 10am-7pm. ALL-AGES! 890-0757. alibi.com/v/6b01.

MONDAY FEB 18
NEXUS BREWERY Black Entrepreneurs in Albuquerque. In honor of
Black History Month, the Rotary Club of Albuquerque Del Sol honors
the African American business owners in the community. RSVP required.
4730 Pan American Fwy NE Ste. D. 5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 242-4100.
alibi.com/v/6b0i.

TUESDAY FEB 19
ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION Impact and Coffee.
Nonprofit leaders, volunteers, funders and people finding their place
in the community have a cup of coffee, hear about new social profit
ventures and innovation in a six-minute presentation format. 624
Tijeras Ave NW. 9-10am. alibi.com/v/68zc.

LEARN
RAVENNA ASSISTED LIVING Women Make a Difference Breakfast.
This breakfast session includes an overview of how not to be a victim,
what self-defense tools to carry and four moves that could save your
life with Ret. Lieutenant Trish Hoffman. 3051 Twin Oaks Dr NW. $29.
9:30-11:15am. 18+. 362-8546. alibi.com/v/6aps.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALLEY KATS TAP COMPANY Rise of the Goddess: Burlesque Classes
with Mayo Lua de Frenchie. Learn the art of tease from the city’s
number one burlesque performer. Topics change weekly and are for
both new and experienced performers of all backgrounds. Pre-regis-
tration recommended. 222 Truman St NE. $10. 7:30-9pm. 18+.
alibi.com/v/6b2p.

WEDNESDAY FEB 20
KIDS
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Six-Week Teen Studio
February. An after school art program for teens, ages 15 to 17 to
enhance skills and build a portfolio. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. $75.
4-6pm. 15+. 764-6515. alibi.com/v/6akh.

LEARN
EMBASSY SUITES HOTEL National Association of Women Business
Owners Lunch Meeting. A diverse panel of N.M. women business
leaders offer insights into this topic and offer tips for to enhance effec-
tiveness in 2019. 1000 Woodward Pl NE. $25-$30. 11am-1pm.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6aix.

NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Off-The-Cuff
Toastmasters Club. Offering a clear pathway toward leveling up your
public speaking game and developing leadership skills. 7521 Carmel
Ave NE. 6-7:15pm. 18+. 764-6475. alibi.com/v/60z9.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Teen and Adult Ballet Class with Christin
Severini. This class is for intermediate and advanced level teens and
adults looking for a technically challenging traditional class with an
emphasis on movement, emotional expression and artistry. 3215
Central Ave NE. $15-$60. 7:15-8:30pm. 13+. (802) 503-4363.
alibi.com/v/6a4a.
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EVENT HORIZON FEBRUARY 14-20

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 15THURSDAY FEBRUARY 14

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 16

A SINGLE
WITH A TWIST

Weekly Alibi presents a
Singles Dance for the
holiday everyone hates.
Ease the blow of this annual
lonelyfest with the other
singles of all ages (well, 21
and over), genders and
sexualities in a fun, intimate
setting. Head just around
the corner from Posh and
you’ll find Twist Nightclub.

Its neon, rainbow logo serves as the threshold for the evening of potentially lucrative entertainment. DJ DraZtik
spins danceable tunes while the crowd takes a chance at games for prizes from Self Serve Sexuality Resource
and others, enjoys craft cocktail specials and shows up wearing their hottest red numbers. Valentine’s Day,
Thursday, Feb. 14, is the night, 8pm to 1am is the time. Save the date but don’t bring one because this is for
the single-folk only. Tickets are $6 for pre-sale and $10 at the door. TWIST NIGHTCLUB 109 FOURTH STREET NW, 8PM TO

1AM alibi.com/v/6aiy. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

ALL YOU NEED NOW IS A
GOOD DERBY NAME

If you’ve ever been to a roller derby match and
thought “I, too, would like to slam into some
roller skaters with reckless abandon,” this one is
for you. The Duke City Roller Derby is hosting
their spring bootcamp, the kick-off for their 10-
to 12-week training program, on Saturday, Feb.
16 at Heights Community Center. From 8am to
1pm, skaters learn the fundamentals and rules
of roller derby and practice with the current
derby team. All skill levels are welcome—even if
you don’t know how to skate! Please bring a
fitted mouth guard, plenty of water, some snacks
to keep you energized and roller skates and
pads if you have them. Roller derby is only open
to those 18 or older, but check out their junior
league if you’re younger. Visit dukecityderby.com
to find out more and register for the (free)
bootcamp. HEIGHTS COMMUNITY CENTER 823 BUENA

VISTA SE, 8AM TO 1PM alibi.com/v/695j. (Robin Babb) a

TWENTY YEARS
OF RENT

By most measures, Jonathan
Larson’s musical play RENT is
the game-changing show that
changed the face of Broadway
musicals forever when it was
first staged back in 1996.
Albuquerqueans can celebrate
the 20th anniversary of the
Pulitzer- and Tony-winning
production right here at home,
as the tour stops at Popejoy
Hall Friday Feb. 15 at 7:30pm; Saturday Feb. 16 at 2 and 8pm; and Sunday, Feb. 17 at 1pm. RENT is a
creative re-imagining of the classic Puccini opera, La Bohème, and follows seven struggling artists in lower
Manhattan’s East Village over the course of one year. The tragic backstory of RENT is that Larson died
suddenly from an undiagnosed genetic heart problem the night before the show opened off-Broadway. He
never got to see its incredible success; but you can, for a price. Tickets are $48 to $83. POPEJOY HALL 203 CORNELL

DR NE, 7:30 TO 10PM alibi.com/v/630v. (Alisa Valdes) a

ROMANCE, CLASSICAL
GUITAR AND HIGH TEA

Martin Ly is a local classical guitarist who
attended Manzano High School before studying
classical guitar performance at the University
of New Mexico. The guitar program at UNM, as
one might recall, is headed by the heady and
totally awesome Michael Chapdelaine, who’s
been guiding young hands as they explore the
frets and frequencies associated with the
nylon-stringed axe for over 30 years. It figures
then, that Ly rocks too; you can hear his
amazing reach and subtle sonics on Tuesday,
Feb. 19 from 6:30 to 8:30pm when Ly gigs at
the St. James Tea Room. While listening to Ly
play, one can also enjoy the tearoom’s “La Vie
en Rose” Menu. Reservations for this special,
13-seat event are available for $58 per
person at reservations.stjamestearoom.com.
Hmm … maybe Bach’s on the menu, too! ST.
JAMES TEAROOM 320 OSUNA RD NE, 6:30 TO 8:30PM

alibi.com/v/6b6f. (August March) a

THE SHEER MAGNITUDE OF
MOVEMENT

The Alvin Ailey Company is historically one of the most
poignant dance companies in the world with an
intentionally and beautifully inclusive selection of dancers,
choreographers and culture of powerful movement. Ailey
led the original incarnation of the ensemble to fame in
New York, breaking barriers and destroying people’s
perceptions of African Americans in dance, while holding
true to the culture that fueled his creative expression.
Ailey II was created by Ailey’s current creative director,
Troy Powell for aspiring young dancers to keep the Ailey
legacy alive and in the forefront of modern dance.
Popejoy Hall hosts this legendary company in a one
night only performance on Tuesday, Feb. 19 at 7:30pm.
This is a wonderful opportunity to flood young dancers
with inspiration at this all ages show with tickets ranging
from $25 to $49 plus a few fees. POPEJOY HALL 203 CORNELL

DR NE, 7:30 TO 10PM alibi.com/v/630g. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

SOUTHERN COMFORT IN THE
COMFORT OF THE SOUTHWEST

Flights to Kentucky are expensive, and they have Polar
Vortices over there. (Yes, that is the plural of vortex. Look
it up.) Instead of making that trek on the hunt for some
strong liquor and Southern hospitality, why not do some
barstool tourism at O’Neill’s Pub in Nob Hill? This
Wednesday, Feb. 20, come by to enjoy pairings of four
Kentucky bourbon whiskeys with four Southern comfort
dishes any time between 5 and 8pm. You’ll sip on Eagle
Rare, E.H. Taylor, Buffalo Trace and Blanton’s bourbon
while the kitchen serves up fried green tomatoes, honey
corn fritters, smoked brisket and a pecan pie tart. Not a
bad way to spend a Wednesday night, huh? The pairing
is $25 per person and, obviously, only for those 21 or
older. O’NIELL’S PUB 4310 CENTRAL AVE SE, 5 TO 8PM

alibi.com/v/6b6e. (Robin Babb) a

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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Bliss and Makeup
Local makeup artist soars in film industry

psychologically. They require attention, so
you have to give them that attention. I have
a great appreciation for what they do. They
have a really difficult job. I could never do
it. So understanding why they may be
stressed, if they’re in a crazy scene and that
emotion carries over, being able to be
mindful of the actor is very important to me.
Paying attention. If an actor really likes to
talk, I follow the lead. Others like to put on
headphones and not talk, and it’s not that
they’re not assholes, they’re just preparing.
And I respect that. I don’t take it personally.
Just realizing that they’re all human helps;
they have bad breath too, they go through
breakups, they’re normal. We’re so used to
seeing them on the screen, and we have this
idea that they’re these immortal gods.
They’re not. They are people.

Where do you think the local film
industry is headed?
I’ve always loved Michelle [Lujan Grisham]
and I’m sure with her in office it’s just going
to keep growing. It’s so beautiful here, you
hear these Hollywood people say that over
and over. They fall in love with the Land of
Enchantment. One actress I worked with
wants to move back here and just wait tables
at the Flying Star. She loves it that much.

We have all four seasons, and
climates that can pass for just

about anywhere. The only
thing we don’t have is

the ocean, and you can
always CGI that in

now.

What’s next for
you?
I’m teaming up
with another
makeup artist in
town, Noel
Dalton, to
create our own
film and TV
makeup
school, the
kind you’d
find in New
York or LA.
With the
increase of
projects
coming to
New Mexico,
it just makes
sense to start
doing that
kind of
training here,
for our own
people.
Hoping to
open that
soon. a

BY ALISA VALDES

A
lbuquerque’s Ashlynne Padilla majored
in business marketing at the University
of New Mexico, with an eye towards

being a lawyer. But the universe had other
plans—plans that led to Padilla becoming
one of the most sought-after makeup artists
in the New Mexico film and television
industry.

“I was in a sorority at UNM,” she
explained. “One year I volunteered to do
everyone’s makeup for our formal. It all
changed there.” 

Her Kappa Kappa Gamma sisters were so
impressed by Padilla’s skills that when
cosmetics giant M.A.C. opened an
Albuquerque store, they all suggested Padilla
apply. Padilla got the job, which included
extensive makeup skills training and led her
to meet the producers of the film Gamers,
shooting in New Mexico at the time.

“They came into the store, asking if one
of us would be interested in being a makeup
assistant on a movie. I was, like, ‘Sure! I’ll
do it.’ Before I knew it, I was spray-tanning
Gerard Butler. We bonded over the fact that
we both had pugs. His pug was going to
marry my pug. The rest is history.”

Padilla gave up law school plans and
moved to Los Angeles to study film
and TV makeup formally, at the
now-defunct Westmore
Academy of Cosmetic Arts.

Since then, Padilla has
worked consistently, for
the past 10 years, on films
and television shows
shot in New Mexico,
and has also been
hired for projects
shot elsewhere,
including
Avengers. But her
steady gigs have
been as a staff
makeup artist on
the television
shows “The
Night Shift” and
“Better Call
Saul.”

We caught
up with
Padilla to ask
her a few
questions
about her
career, the
local film and
television
business and,
of course,
celebrities.

Weekly Alibi: What are some of the
biggest misperceptions people have
about makeup artists?
Padilla: There’s a perception in the general
public that makeup artists in the movie
industry are glamorous people, that we’re
hoity toity, that we go around looking like
what Instagram makeup artists look like.
The truth is so far from that! We rarely wear
makeup ourselves. We’re tired, we’re in the
middle of nowhere. We’re the first ones on
set, and the last ones to leave; we’re out in
the elements, freezing in the snow or
roasting in the hot sun. If the movie shoot is
12 hours long, we are the ones who are there
for 16 hours. We have to get the actors ready
beforehand, and then we are there to make
sure their makeup stays the same, constantly
fixing things. And then we are there to
clean them up after all is said and done.
Remove the fake blood, all that, give them
spa treatments so we don’t damage their
skin.

What’s it like working with famous
actors all the time?
This is something else people don’t realize
about makeup artists. It’s not only about
being good at your craft. It’s also about
customer service, and actors are our
customers. We spend hours and hours with

these people, and while most
actors are wonderful,

they’re actors for a
reason,

Haunting City Portraits
Poet and photographer team up for

book and exhibit

We Are Neighbors is a new collection of poems and
photos from poet Hakim Bellamy and civil
designer/photographer Justin Thor Simenson, both of
Albuquerque. Buy the book at Bookworks (4022 Rio
Grande Blvd. NW) or see the exhibit at the Rainosek
Gallery(UNM School of Architecture & Planning,
2401 Central Ave. NE) through March. The following is
an excerpt:

There’s no La Llorona for the aquifer, only the river.
They warned Johnny Junior about the arroyo, but not
the underworld. So when the City (or Base) dug up his
street in search of oil. He considered it an opportunity
to see if China, Australia or Alice in Wonderland really
did exist. And no one has seen him since. It was sad, but
it served a purpose. See, Johnny Junior was a very
good, albeit curious, 9 year-old boy. Well liked by his
peers and all the other parents in the neighborhood.
Perfect grades, even better manners. Obedience,
sometimes misinterpreted as fear by the cooler kids he
was desperate to be liked by. The makers of mischief
as the antidote to boredom, who grew tired of parents
always asking them why they can’t be more like
Johnny Junior. And the day Johnny Junior slipped
down the rabbit hole, he made history. He finally
achieved what he wanted, to be the kid parents
warned their kids about. 5 years later, the City (or the
base) has not made so much as a shovel’s worth of
effort to fill Johnny’s hole. The community vigorously
protested against it ... on the off chance Junior
eventually finds his way back home.

Just beyond the threshold of kitchen door, they are
engaged in a philosophical debate about planter boxes.
He says, “It’s odd. In the desert, plants are like zombies.
You can’t even kill’em!” She says, “Historically, it was a
euphemism for death. Like pushing up daisies. Like the
mob would put you in a planter box.” “I know,” he says.
“Human fertilizer.” She interrupts, “But now, they are
symbolic of life in the desert. Proof of the resilience,
adaptability and sheer endurance of growth. In an
environment where we are told it is impossible, to grow
anything.” Just like any nuclear apocalypse, after
which a single flower eventually blooms. A middle
finger to the end of the world, as we’ve known it.  a

Photos and poems reprinted with permission from Justin Thor

Simenson and Hakim Bellamy. Follow them on Insta: @iminphotos

and @hakimbe

Albuquerque's Ashlynne Padilla has found success as a
makeup artist in major film and TV projects shot in New
Mexico

“Burn victim" makeup by Ashlynne Padilla, as seen on
the series "The Night Shift”
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BY ALISA VALDES

L
ance Corporal Casey Casanova was 22 when a
roadside bomb killed her in Iraq. Matt Hinojos
blamed

himself. Just 22,
he felt he should
have known about
the bomb—
though of course
he couldn’t have.

“Casey’s death
hit me hard,” said
Hinojos. “I lost
other friends, too.
I felt responsible.” 

War left
Hinojos with post-
traumatic stress
disorder. The
military gave him Effexor, a prescription drug. It
made him worse—so much worse he hanged
himself with a martial arts belt from the bathroom
door in his barracks. Friends found him just in
time. The military sent him to OASIS, a
treatment facility at the Naval Medical Center in
Port Loma, Calif.

“That’s where I found yoga,” said Hinojos.
“And yoga literally saved my life.”

Now 30 and a yoga teacher in Albuquerque,
Hinojos is on a mission to help others to
overcome PTSD through yoga. This spring, he
will launch his innovative 911 Yoga method at
Elevation Yoga & Wellness Studio. Classes will be
donation-only, and free for those who cannot
afford them. 

David Hall, 65, is one of Hinojos’ existing yoga
students. Also a veteran, Hall says he has PTSD
not from war but from growing up in a bad area.
“I’ve seen people murdered as a child. I held my
own brother in my arms after he was shot. There
are neighborhoods in America where everyone
has PTSD.”

Hall began to take Hinojos’ class after his wife
of 28 years passed away. “I could not move on
from it,” he said. “I would just lay on the floor and
pant like an animal, for days. I was considering
suicide. I went to the VA and they suggested
yoga.”

When he met Hinojos, Hall recognized in his
eyes “a shared pain that served as a bridge between
us. It takes a lot for a man to be vulnerable in our
society, and Matt was vulnerable. He shared his
pain with me, so that I would know I was not
alone. And it was through this that I healed. Not
through medications. Through love. Through
compassion. Through kindness. Yoga gave me
back my breath, when I hurt so much I couldn’t
even breathe anymore.”

Post-traumatic stress disorder itself is a
widespread problem worldwide, that is not just
limited to veterans. According to the National
Institutes of Health, 6.1 percent of the world’s
population suffers from some sort of PTSD, in the
wake of natural disasters or some form of violence.
Symptoms include “re-experiencing, avoidance,
arousal, cognition and mood symptoms.” 

Even though the military continues to
increase its use of yoga as a treatment for PTSD,
the NIH remains skeptical of its efficacy. In 2018
the NIH published the results of a study called
“Yoga for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder—A

Systematic Review
and Meta-A   -
nalysis,”
concluding that
“only a weak
recommendation
for yoga as an
adjunctive
intervention for
PTSD can be
made. More high
quality research is
needed to confirm
or disconfirm these
findings.” The
study concluded
that talk therapy

and drug therapy were the best method of
controlling PTSD.

“I’m not surprised they’d say that,” said
Hinojos. “But here’s the thing. You’re the NIH,
but you say we need more high quality research.
Why aren’t you doing high-quality research?
Could it be that your low-quality research is
funded by big pharma? They just want to push
their drugs. And if talk therapy and drugs
worked, we wouldn’t be losing 22 veterans a day
to suicide. I’ve lost three friends to suicide since I
left the military. It’s a crisis.”

Many experts in the field of trauma say mind-
body therapies, including yoga, can be extremely
helpful in treating PTSD. Among these is
Albuquerque’s own Natalie Smith, director of
Awake & Aware, a local psychological trauma
treatment center whose pioneering program,
Healing in the Desert, makes use of yoga and
other therapies.

“Yoga is a practice that helps one calm the
mind and body,” Smith writes on the center’s
website. “In recent years, research has shown
that yoga practices can improve neuroendocrine
and hormonal activity, decrease physical
symptoms and emotional distress, and increase
quality of life. Paired with self-regulation, yoga is
a promising therapy for helping patients address
the cognitive, emotional and physiological
symptoms associated with their trauma, and
PTSD specifically.”

“Our medical system, as it is, is making people
like me worse,” said Hinojos. “I want to help
revolutionize the way we deal with PTSD,
addiction, mental health issues and people who
are suicidal. All because of my yoga, my PTSD
symptoms have all but gone away, I’m off all
prescription medications, and I’ve lost 85
pounds. I can sleep through the night, and my
depression and anxiety are manageable. Why
wouldn’t I want to share this with everyone who
needs it?”

“What greater gift than to take something
that saved your life and turn around and give it
to someone else?” said Hall. “When he says yoga
saved his life, Matt means it. And now, it has
saved mine, too.” a

Yoga Versus PTSD
Matt Hinojos teaches yoga to heal fellow veterans

CALENDAR

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY FEB 14
STAGE
COAL AVENUE THEATRE @ CNM Blackout Tonight: CHEAP DATE.
Enjoy a live pay-what-you-can performance on a cheap date.
525 Buena Vista Dr SE. $5-$8. 8pm. 15+. 672-8648.
alibi.com/v/6aj4.

SONG & DANCE
CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM 17th Annual
KlezmerQuerque: Festival of Klezmer Music and Dance. A four-
day festival featuring klezmer dance and instrumental music,
rooted in the traditional wedding ceremonies of the Eastern
European Jewish people. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW. $0-$115.
6-6pm. ALL-AGES! 243-6276. alibi.com/v/6axu.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Noche Flamenca Valentina. Enjoy an
intimate evening of passionate flamenco featuring the guitar of
José Valle “Chuscales” accompanied by Jesús Muñoz. 1010 Coal
Ave SW. $35-$60. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 503-6040.
alibi.com/v/691g.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Valentine’s Day. Spend a special evening
with a loved one and the power and passion of flamenco. 800
Rio Grande Blvd NW. 8pm. 222-8736. alibi.com/v/6a0k.

FRIDAY FEB 15
WORDS
99% PURE MindWell Open Mic and Poetry Slam. A new open
mic and poetry slam with a theme of mental health, recovery,
resiliency, identity and struggle. 3904 Central Ave. 7pm. ALL-AGES!
985-9708. alibi.com/v/6a89.

STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE Three Tall Women by Edward Albee. The
Pulitzer Prize-winning play takes a look at Albee’s contentious
relationship with his adoptive mother. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd
NE. $15. 8pm. 596-0607. alibi.com/v/6axl.

COAL AVENUE THEATRE @ CNM Blackout Tonight: CHEAP DATE.
525 Buena Vista Dr SE. $5-$8. 8pm. 15+. See 2/14 listing.

SONG & DANCE
CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM 17th Annual
KlezmerQuerque: Festival of Klezmer Music and Dance. 3606
Rio Grande Blvd. NW. $0-$115. 6-6pm. ALL-AGES! See 2/14
listing.

COVENANT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Steve Smith and Tim May
Concert. This duo brings an evening of original, traditional and
swing music with Smith on mandolin and vocals and May on
guitar and vocals. 9315 Candelaria Rd NE. $10-$15. 7-9pm.
ALL-AGES! 873-3096. alibi.com/v/6aud.

NEW MEXICO HUMANITIES COUNCIL The Past is an Egg Laid
by The Past with the Future in Its Shell. Joined by jazz pianist
John Rangel, McGill blends history, spoken word and music to
examine the world through the artistic lens of one black woman
whose heart speaks. 4115 Silver Ave SE. 7-8pm. 13+. 633-7371.
alibi.com/v/6axh.

TORTUGA GALLERY Bays and Coyne: Irish fiddle, Bouzouki and
Song. Enjoy the passionate music of Ireland with support by
local Albuquerque rising stars Grace Broadhead and Scott Estes.
901 Edith Blvd SE. $10-$20. 7-10:30pm. ALL-AGES! (915)
259-7158. alibi.com/v/69ft.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA New Mexico Entertainment Movie Night Presents:
Little Shop of Horrors. A screening of the ’80s cult classic musical.
3405 Central Ave NE. 10:30pm-1am. 255-1848.
alibi.com/v/6a12.

SATURDAY FEB 16
BARELAS COMMUNITY CENTER Barelas Photo Exhibit. View
over 150 vintage photos of the Barelas Community with
entertainment provided by Ray Lucero and Eva Torrez.
Refreshments provided. 801 Barelas Rd SW. Noon-6pm.
ALL-AGES! 263-5152. alibi.com/v/6atu.

WORDS
TREASURE HOUSE BOOKS, Old Town Janet Brennan Book
Signing. Janet Brennan signs her award-winning novel. 2012
South Plaza NW. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! 242-7204. alibi.com/v/6aih.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Audition Call: Rumors.
Experienced actors or beginners who wish to gain experience in
acting needed. Should be comfortable with comedy and cold
readings from the script. Callbacks are invitation only. 224 San
Pasquale Ave SW. 1-4pm. 242-4750. alibi.com/v/69r9.

AUX DOG THEATRE Three Tall Women by Edward Albee. 3011 Monte
Vista Blvd NE. $15. 8pm. See 2/15 listing.

COAL AVENUE THEATRE @ CNM Blackout Tonight: CHEAP DATE.
525 Buena Vista Dr SE. $5-$8. 8pm. 15+. See 2/14 listing.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE Shine On: A Tribute to Those Lost in
2018. Honoring the public figures lost in 2018 through songs, skits
and images. 6921 Montgomery Blvd NE. $10. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
563-0316. alibi.com/v/6azh.

METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH Big Feelings: A Variety
Show of Love. A double feature including a variety show and the
musical Big Feelings by award-winning slam poet and author Gigi
Bella. 1103 Texas NE. $5. 2-4pm. 13+. 268-5252.
alibi.com/v/6b02.

SONG & DANCE
CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM 17th Annual KlezmerQuerque:
Festival of Klezmer Music and Dance. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW.
$0-$115. 6-6pm. ALL-AGES! See 2/14 listing.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Little Dancer, Big Dancer
Mentorship Breakfast. Little dancers ages 2 to 8 take a free dance
class and enjoy breakfast with a mentoring big dancer from the
pre-professional program. 8:30am-11:30pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/69zz. Also, Prima Ballet N.M. Premier Performance:
Competition Preview. Support ABQ’s next generation of outstanding
dancers as they perform classical and contemporary works in
preparation for upcoming international ballet competitions. 4121
Cutler Ave NE. $10. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 224-9808. alibi.com/v/6ano.

ST. JOHN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Baroque, Beauty and
Grace. Matthew Greer conducts NMPhil while pianist and wife Amy,
along with the St. John’s Chancel Choir perform mid-winter chamber
favorites. 2626 Arizona St NE. $25-$55. 6-8pm. 13+. 323-4343.
alibi.com/v/67ay.

SUNDAY FEB 17
STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Audition Call: Rumors. 224 San
Pasquale Ave SW. 1-4pm. See 2/16 listing.

AUX DOG THEATRE Three Tall Women by Edward Albee. 3011 Monte
Vista Blvd NE. $15. 2pm. See 2/15 listing.

SONG & DANCE
CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM 17th Annual KlezmerQuerque:
Festival of Klezmer Music and Dance. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW.
$0-$115. 6-6pm. ALL-AGES! See 2/14 listing.

FILM.
KIMO THEATRE Awakening in Taos. The story of Mabel Dodge Luhan’s
personal evolution as a writer, salon hostess, art patroness and
social activist and a resident of N.M. 2-4pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/v/6a3a. Also, 423 Central Ave NW. $15-$20. 7pm.
ALL-AGES! 780-8876. alibi.com/v/6a6k.

TUESDAY FEB 19
LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE FLOWER MARKET DIY Floral Class. Make and take
an everyday floral arrangement. Learn to craft a professional-looking
floral arrangement with step-by-step instructions from a floral design
instructor. 3119 San Mateo Blvd NE. $33-$40. 6:30-8:30pm. 15+.
881-3336. alibi.com/v/6awg.

WEDNESDAY FEB 20
GUERILLA PHOTO GROUP Guerrilla Photo Group. A weekly creative
collaborative for photographers, models, makeup artists, stylists
and designers of all skill levels. 609 Gold Ave SW. 5:30-10:30pm.
18+. alibi.com/v/68hv.

SONG & DANCE
POPEJOY HALL A Symphonic Band Celebration. UNM’s Symphonic
Band opens their spring season with Clifton Williams’ “Fanfare and
Allegro,” Francis McBeth’s “They Hung Their Harps in the Willows”
and more. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $5-$10. 7:30-9pm. ALL-AGES!
277-8998. alibi.com/v/6auo.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO HOSPITAL Arts-in-Medicine Concert.
The concert features Emily Anslover and Tylor Brandon performing
country, rock and bluegrass. 2211 Lomas Blvd NE. Noon-1pm.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6a5o.

FUSE MAKERSPACE Show and Tell. Members talk about projects
and their tips and tricks to be successful makers. There are also
tours and info regarding memberships during this time. 101
Broadway Blvd NE. 7-9pm. 15+. 224-5275. alibi.com/v/6aru.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Writing Workshop: Fiction.
This eight-week workshop is designed for writers to try writing fiction
or need inspiration and skills to write more. The workshop culminates
with a public reading of the new works. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
$250. 6pm. ALL-AGES! 724-4771. alibi.com/v/68zu.

ARTS

CALENDAR

Veteran Matt Hinojos leads a hot yoga class
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FOOD | RESTAURANT REVIEW

BY ROBIN BABB

F
rom the moment I stepped in the door at
Restaurant Antiquity, any notion of this
evening being for work kind of drifted into

the ether. I found my phone staying solidly in
my pocket all night and my restaurant
critic self taking a back seat. She made the
occasional comment from back there, but
mostly she was just enjoying the scenery.

I wanted to feature Antiquity in this
issue because it’s known as a romantic
place to take a date and, you know,
Valentine’s Day. On this particular night my
date was my old friend Natalie, who never
fails to make me laugh embarrassingly loud
in public, and who cleans up nicer than me
but lets me choose the wine. I think it’s a
pretty good dynamic.

We walk in a few minutes before my
7pm reservation and sit on the built-in
benches by the front door to wait for our
table. The roaring wood-fired grill that
cooks all the meat entrées at Antiquity is
right by the door, making for a warm and
bracing entrance on a cold February night.
Cooks stoke the fire and shuffle pans in
and out, the stove’s polished brick façade
reflects the flickering light of the flames.
Yeah, I can pick up on the romantic vibe
already.

The maitre d’ seats us in a narrow booth
with a small tableside lamp where we can
observe the rest of the restaurant easily but still
feel cloistered away from prying eyes. We hang
our coats on the hooks conveniently placed at
the outside of the booth. Our server, James,
quickly comes to tell us the specials. We look
over the wine list and giggle at the header
“distinctive whites” (“like us,” I say, stupidly),
then ask James for a recommendation. I walked
in already knowing I wanted to order the
scallops, so he suggests the Joseph Drouhin
Pouilly-Fuissé ($56 bottle), a white Burgundy
made from Chardonnay grapes. It’s the color of
white gold in the glass, with a distinct buttery
flavor and very mellow acidity throughout. It’s
very dry, definitely minerally, with notes of
orange blossom, jasmine and green apple. “I
guess I don’t hate all Chardonnay,” says
Natalie. I’ll call it a hit. We ruminate over our
glasses for a while before ordering our meal.

Natalie orders the tenderloin au poivre
($28.95) and I get the scallops jalapeño
($30.95), a house specialty made with giant
scallops that are delivered fresh daily. Every
entrée comes with a choice of appetizer and
side dish, and we both order the soup of the
day—a cremini cream soup—and the potatoes
in cream sauce. It’s cold outside, and we’re not
in a salad mood tonight.

heeled venue, probably, but there’s nobody
who feels compelled to shush us.

The scallops are gorgeous. Three jumbo
scallops cooked in a citrus cream sauce with
tarragon and fresh jalapeño, which is
surprisingly mild on the spice scale. That’s
fine by me—I haven’t had scallops in forever,
and I’m just savoring the clean, ocean flavor
of these barely pan-seared little medallions
with a squeeze of lemon on top. Steamed
zucchini, carrots and broccolini with a little
olive oil and salt accompany, along with
crispy potatoes in a lightly sweet cream sauce.

Don’t Wait Until Next
Valentine’s Day

Restaurant Antiquity makes any night of the year a great date night

Wine and Candlelight
And not just for Valentine’s
Although this is the big week for romantic candlelit
dinners, hopefully you make time for a few of those
at other times of the year as well. If not, well,
maybe it’s time to start. Here’s a few of our
suggestions for places to take your sweetie out to
dinner on a special day, even if that special day is
just “Friday, and it’s been a long week.” You’ll
probably want to make reservations for these ones,
and wear your nice shoes.  a

Restaurant Antiquity
112 Romero St. NW

247-3545
antiquityrestaurant.com
Hours: Mon-Thu 5-9pm

Fri-Sat 5-10pm
Vibe: Romantic, cozy and candlelit. Really an escape

from the rest of the world.
Alibi Recommends: The tenderloin au poivre and

whatever’s on special.

When Natalie bites into her tenderloin
au poivre her eyes flutter closed, and I think
I hear her whisper “good god,” under her
breath. “That good?” I ask, and she nods
seriously. The two tenderloin medallions are
served with a mushroom cream sauce on top

that’s rich and savory and totally
indulgent. They’re cooked beautifully
rare as requested.

Natalie says she thinks this is an ideal
date. “Two women getting a little drunk,
talking about their projects and
accomplishments, getting served by a
man.” It’s both meant to be funny and
also not a joke at all, you know?

The food is delicious, the wine list is
ridiculous, the space is lovely, but
Antiquity wins most of its points in the
ambiance department. All of the servers
are friendly and attentive without being
overbearing—they know that people
come here to have a special night, a
quiet and intimate dinner that’s more
about the company than it is about what
precisely is on the plate. Those details
are brushstrokes on the canvas, but the
focal point is the two people sitting at a
table together—two people who really
like each other, and who hopefully like
each other a little bit more when they
walk out of the room. 

There’s only one thing in the note file on
my phone from that night: “It feels like the
bottom and the top of the Titanic had a
baby,” which is something Natalie said
regarding the ambiance of the restaurant,
and which I can’t really elaborate on further,
honestly. That was before we’d had anything
to drink, too. I think she was saying
something about the low wooden ceilings
juxtaposed next to the smartly-dressed
servers and the romantic lighting. There is
nothing shiny or trendy about the way
Antiquity looks, inside or out. It’s all
original unpolished wood, a warm fire and
simplicity. Which is what makes it such a
wonderful place to take somebody you care
about, and not just on Valentine’s or your
anniversary or when one of you lands a
promotion. Antiquity is a testament to
things that endure for the right reasons.
That kind of enduring is about what
happens between the big milestones: the
everyday, the unglamorous and the subtle.
The Thursday night dinners when nothing
big is really happening, but you’re just glad
to be together. a

WEEKLY SPECIALS
BY ROBIN BABB

By the time our food comes out from the
kitchen we’ve made each other laugh-cry at
least once, and wondered, too loudly, why the
table across from us had brought what seems
to be a newborn infant to the restaurant.
We’re having too much fun for such a well-

Crying at scallops is the new laughing at salad.

DOWNTOWN

ARTICHOKE CAFÉ 
424 Central Ave SE, 243-0200 • $$$$

[Fine Dining, American] It only makes sense to
order the steamed artichoke at the Artichoke Café.
Slathered in lemon-caper oil and a raspberry
vinaigrette, it makes a great starter before trying a
more hefty order of grilled curried chicken or
sliced steak. Once your lunch or dinner at the
upscale Artichoke Café has concluded, you’ve got
to adjourn to the sexy wine bar next door. The wine
list is actually a leather-bound tome with a
massive assortment of wines. Prices start at a
decent $28 or $30 a bottle and zoom up into the
upper stratospheres of frivolity, but you can also
order select vintages by the half-bottle or glass.
You’ll love the front-facing “big city” windows,
curvy wooden bar and comfortable seats. 

SEARED
119 San Pasquale Ave SW, 999-8414 • $$$

[American, Fine Dining, Steakhouse] By day
an unassuming coffee shop, Seared puts on its
ball gown at night and serves a beautiful dinner
menu to those who know. Make reservations
ahead of time and ask the server what’s good that
day. Seared specializes in meat dishes like French-
cut pork chops and filet de boeuf, but they’re
happy to accommodate vegetarian or gluten-free
dietary restrictions as well.

NOB HILL

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO
3009 Central Ave NE, 254-9462 • $$$

[American, Bar, Dessert, Fine Dining, French,
Fusion, Organic/Locally Grown, Steakhouse,
Vegetarian, Wine Bar] Zinc is a delightfully
renovated historic space in Nob Hill, reborn as an
upscale restaurant serving elegant American food
with noticeable French inspiration. Downstairs, the
cellar bar attracts a younger crowd for drinks and
music. The happy hour menu, wines by the glass
and prices are the best around. Give the brunch a
try, and while you’re at it, try a Taos Mule from the
bar.

NORTH VALLEY

CAMPO
4803 Rio Grande Blvd NW, 338-1615 • $$$

[American, Fine Dining, Organic/Locally
Grown, New Mexican] The newest incarnation of
the restaurant at Los Poblanos is a farm-to-table,
fine-dining restaurant under the helm of Executive
Chef Jonathan Perno. Cooking up Rio Grande
Valley cuisine like blue corn hushpuppies and
green chile gnocchi, this gorgeous restaurant is
great for date night or brunch with the family.
Reservations are required for dinner and
recommended for breakfast. Or, stop in at Bar
Campo for an excellent cocktail made from
artisanal bitters and farm-fresh ingredients.
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FOOD | DRINKING WITH THE PROS

BY CHRISTINA HARTSOCK

M
ichael Sweeney is a savvy businessman as
well as a longtime friend of mine. He has
expert knowledge of his product,

customers and employees at Michael Thomas
Coffee (MTC), which he opened in 2004. He’s
been roasting coffee
for 14 years, and
several mornings a
week he’s in his shop
roasting beans before
the rooster crows. He
strikes up easy
conversation with
his customers, many
of whom he’s on a
first name basis with.
He also has a laid
back demeanor with
his employees, three
of whom are his
adult children. I’ve
been buying my coffee beans from MTC for
many years, but was naïve about how roasting
and origin influence so many of the qualities of
each particular coffee. I recently sat in with
Sweeney, his daughters Alyson and Kate (also
roasters) and his shift supervisor, Katina, for a
cupping, which opened my senses to the
complexities of coffee. 

It feels like a clandestine encounter when I
entered the building across from MTC on
Carlisle that serves as their storage space. I
immediately encounter stacks of giant burlap
sacks full of raw coffee beans, and from the
darkness inside emerge a couple of voices
telling me to come to the back of the room.
The paraphernalia for a mystifying coffee ritual
greet me—three sets of five glasses are neatly
organized around a table. Each glass contains a
small amount of ground coffee of a different
color. The color variation is due to the
temperature and duration of the roast—the
longer the beans are exposed to heat, the
darker they get. Next to each set of glasses are
large spoons, and in the middle of the table are
two small glasses of water.

“Cupping” is a standard evaluation tool
roasters use to determine the quality of their
beans and create a flavor profile for each
coffee. Sweeney takes the process seriously,
and he shares the Specialty Coffee Association
of America’s (SCAA) Cupping Protocol
handout with me. There is no talking during
cupping so that tasters don’t influence anyone
else’s opinion. 

First, we quickly pick up each cup to smell
the dry coffee grounds. Next, Alyson adds 200
degree water, and after steeping for a few
minutes we “break” the skin of grounds with

the back of a spoon and deeply sniff the coffee
to get a better read on the aroma. I was
thankful for the level of comfort I felt in the
room, given that loudly slurping the coffee
from a spoon is the next step. The slurping
enables the coffee to spread to the back of the
tongue, allowing all the taste buds to get

involved, and it
increases aeration to
properly allow
flavors to pop.

On this
particular day the
team is trying out
coffee from three
different Columbian
farms (I only sample
two) to choose
which one they
would sell at the
shop. The beans are
micro-lot, which
means they are
grown on a small lot

of land typically yielding only about 40 bags a
year. The beans can also be traced to the very
farmer that grew them. 

The first coffee we sample is from the
Cauca-Supremo region. After tasting the
coffee from each glass we dip our spoons in the
glasses of water, so there is no cross-
contamination of flavors. The goal is to
quickly taste all the roasts and then choose
one or two as favorites. Then the silence is
broken and the team shares their opinions,
working to describe qualities of the coffee’s
taste such as flavor, body (mouthfeel or
texture) and aftertaste. I’m still at a loss to find
words to describe what I taste, but others use
“salty,” “buttery,” “no aftertaste,” and “not
balanced” as some of their descriptions. All in
all this coffee didn’t knock anyone’s socks off. 

The next cupping was for Inza-Excelso. Our
favorite roast is selected and the descriptions
roll out—there are many more for this coffee.
They describe the aroma as fruity, nutty and
sweet. Flavors are light mango, grape, stone
fruit, tart cherry, milk chocolate and walnut.
The body is buttery, and the aftertaste is
cranberry orange. Sweeney tells me, “the
coffee as it cools should get better, still be
pleasing and not sour.” This coffee rises to the
occasion. 

Cupping is a daily experience at MTC,
which is one way Sweeney ensures quality of
product at his shops. Excellent customer
service is also a hallmark of MTC, as is coffee
expertise and professionalism. Sweeney hopes
that his daughters can develop their palates
and learn from each of these cuppings, to
increase their confidence in their coffee know-
how. After all, they’re as much a
representation of MTC as he is now. a

When Coffee is 
a Family Affair

Tasting Columbia with Michael Thomas Coffee

The MTC team tastes a few Colombian coffees
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FILM | FILM REVIEW

(for a tidy price) the perfect solution to all
of today’s worries—the ultimate gated
community, a luxury neighborhood
hermetically sealed off from the rest of the
world under a glass dome. Souza’s timing
couldn’t be better, for the world is under
the grip of a bizarre plague known simply
as “The Outbreak.” The Outbreak is a
fear-based disease that causes people to
devolve into immobile, limbless lumps of
rock. 

Naturally, Tito believes his father’s
invention is the key to saving mankind.
But can he and his friends convince
people in time?

The plot of Tito and the Birds—a 10-
year-old inventor tries to convince pigeons
to save the human race from a contagious
fear virus—is a hard pill to swallow. And
the film’s central message—about the
media stoking fear and paranoia for its
own cynical gain—isn’t what you’d call

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Love Story
The New Mexico Museum of Natural History and
the Albuquerque Film + Music Experience
celebrate Valentine’s Day by showing the 1993
rom-com classic Sleepless in Seattle on
Thursday, Feb. 14. The film screens at 7pm at the
NMMNH’s DynaTheater (located at 1801
Mountain Road NW). Tickets are $10 general
admission or $7.50 for museum members and
AFME sponsors. For more info, go to
naturalhistoryfoundation.org/afmx-movie-series.

Dodge City
New Mexico PBS presents a special screening of
the “final release” version of the locally produced
documentary film Awakening in Taos: The Mabel
Dodge Luhan Story. The event takes place
Sunday, Feb. 17 at 7pm at the historic KiMo
Theatre (423 Central Ave. NW). The film
recounts the personal life journey of wealthy
writer, salon hostess, arts patroness and
champion of women’s and Native American
rights Mabel Dodge Luhan. In 1917 the local
legend moved from Greenwich Village in New
York to Taos, N.M., where she fell in love with
full-blooded Tiwa Indian Antonio Luhan and
lured luminaries like Georgia O’Keefe, Ansel
Adams and D.H. Lawrence to the Land of
Enchantment. Actress Ali McGraw, who narrates
the documentary, has agreed to participate in a
live, post-film Q&A alongside director-producer
Mark Gordon and other members of the cast and
crew. Before the film Bruce Standing Deer, a
Taos Pueblo Native and Tony Luhan’s great-
grandson, will perform his own songs
accompanied by singer/songwriter John Carey.
Tickets for this special event are $20 or $15 for
students and seniors. Tickets are available now
at kimotickets.com. Prior to the 7pm screening,
there will be a free preview matinee of the film
(starting at 2pm) for students, seniors, Native
Americans and the handicapped. Special guests
will not be in attendance. To secure one of these
free tickets, register at kimotickets.com The film
airs on our local PBS stations starting Feb. 28.

Soft Screen
Red Door Brewing Company (1001 Candelaria
Road NE) presents the first in a new monthly
local film screening series starting this
Wednesday, Feb. 20, at 7pm. Soft Focus
Screenings are a way for New Mexico filmmakers
to showcase their talents in front of a live
audience. Up to 10 shorts films are screened at
each monthly event. A short Q&A with the
artists involved follows each screening. The
“Audience Favorite” award will be chosen by
those in attendance, with the favorite films
shown at a special “Best of” year-end screening.
Films of any genre can be submitted at
filmfreeway.com/thesoftfocusscreenings.

Funny Films
ABQ Arts Hub is planning for its first annual
Albuquerque Funny Fest this June 14 through 15
at the Guild Cinema in Nob Hill. Producers are
currently searching for stand-up comics, improv
performers and short films—basically anything
that generates a laugh. If you’ve got a locally
made short film you’d like to submit (10 minutes
max in length), you have between Feb. 15 and
March 15 to get it in to the folks at
abqartshub.com/funny. For more details contact
info@abqartshub.com a

subtle. Still, this unfettered flight of fancy
emerges as a dystopic delight thanks to its
imaginative animation. 

Much of the film—particularly the
backgrounds—are rendered in the thick,
shadowy impasto of traditional oil paints.
The Oscar-nominated 2017 film Loving
Vincent employed a similar, art-heavy,

multimedia style.
Vivid colors,
distorted
perspectives,
sharp angles and
a swirling,
sweeping camera
perspective give
Tito and the Birds
the heightened
emotional effect
of an
Expressionist
painting—
something
between
Kandinsky, Ralph
Steadman and
“South Park.” 

America, it
turns out, isn’t
the only country
to plunge into
conservative
paranoia these

days. Brazil recently elected South
America’s version of Donald Trump, far-
right firebrand and self-styled political
outsider Jair Bolsonaro. He got there by
enflaming public fears about crime,
corruption and “the other” (foreigners,
homosexuals, liberals). This growing
climate of paranoia is undoubtedly the
inspiration behind this film’s political
allegory. A lot of us, it seems, can
sympathize. 

The ultimate moral flying around Tito
and the Birds is both simplistic and
convoluted. It’s a storybook with a few too
many ideas and a few too many pages
missing. Despite the fact that the
filmmakers hammer their point home
confidently and resoundingly, not
everyone will be able to stitch together
the film’s flashes of political demagoguery,
postcolonial guilt and fascist
fearmongering. Even if kids manage to
pick up on the “fear is the enemy of
freedom” slogan, they may not be the best
audience for this surreal journey. Adults,
on the other hand, will certainly
appreciate the film’s visual brio—which
reads like a children’s bedtime story run
through a Museum of Modern Art
nightmare machine. a

Tito and the Birds
Directed by Gustavo Steinberg, Gabriel Bitar &

André Catoto
Starring the voices of Pedro Henrique, Marina

Serretiello, Matheus Solano
Opens Friday 2/15.

Tito and the Birds
Brazilian cartoon paints a dark picture

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

F
antasy is often used to address real-world

concerns. And animation has long been

employed by the film industry to candy-

coat difficult life lessons for younger viewers.

Rarely have those techniques been pushed

to the limit as

much as in the

Brazilian-born

animated feature

Tito and the Birds.

The film

unabashedly rips

its inspiration

from today’s

headlines,

producing a dark,

deeply

expressionistic

fairy tale for

modern

audiences. What

seems, on the

surface, like an

imaginative sci-fi

fantasy aimed at

kids is actually a

moody fable

speaking just as

loudly to adults about today’s contentious

political landscape.
“Fear is contagious,” speculates 10-year-

old protagonist Tito Rufus (voiced by Pedro
Henrique) at the start of the film. It’s a grim
philosophy handed down by his father. The
senior Mr. Rufus was a crackpot scientist
who believed he could talk to birds and
spent years laboring over a machine to
accomplish that far-fetched goal. Dad didn’t
simply want to chat with them about worms,
either. He believed that, since the dawn of
man, birds have served as harbingers of
doom—warning mankind about
earthquakes, fires and wars. He was
convinced that if he could communicate
with our feathered friends, he could save
humanity. 

But an accident in dad’s laboratory led to
an explosion. Fearing for her son’s safety,
Tito’s mom Rosa (Denise Fraga) kicked dad
out and began watching over Tito like an
overprotective mother hen. Several years
down the line, shy but brainy school kid
Tito is missing his beloved father and
following closely in his scientific footsteps.
With the help of his outcast friends Buiu
and Sarah, Tito has recreated his father’s
bird-communicating machine. But yet
another accident at the school science fair

gets Tito kicked out of school—much to the
delight of his academic rival, rich-kid
inventor Teo.

Adding to an already outlandish
narrative is the fact that Teo’s dad, Alaor
Souza, is a right-wing television
personality, stoking fears on his bombastic
nightly news program. He’s also offering

Disney, this ain’t.
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SLOTH

(lead singer of My Chemical Romance)
comes to life in a live-action series.
Interestingly enough, Way’s “weird hero”
series was heavily inspired by “Doom
Patrol.” In an alternative ’70s-era
America, dozens of superpowered
babies are inexplicably born at the
same time. A mysterious philanthropist
known as “The Monocle” adopts
several of the kids and trains them to
become superheroes in a secret
academy. Years later, the now grown
(and highly dysfunctional) kids reunite
to solve the murder of their father at
the hands of a familiar supervillain.

“Larry Charles’ Dangerous World of
Comedy” (Netflix streaming anytime)
Writer/producer/director Larry Charles
(“Seinfeld,” “Curb Your Enthusiasm”)
travels the globe looking for stand-up
comedians practicing their art amid
literal and figurative minefields (Turkey,
Iraq, Somalia, Saudi Arabia). 

Kim Possible (Disney 9pm) Early 2000s
tweens, rejoice! Disney’s crimefighting,
world-saving superspy teenager (not to
mention her pal/sidekick Ron
Stoppable) leave animation behind for
this live-action update, starring
newcomer Sadie Stanley.

SATURDAY 16

Olivia Newton-John: Hopelessly Devoted
to You (Lifetime 6pm) Australian
singer/actress Olivia Newton-John gets
the (not very) scandal-filled biopic
treatment, courtesy of Lifetime.

SUNDAY 17

“Elvis All-Star Tribute” (KOB-4 8pm)
Music superstars (including Blake
Shelton, Shawn Mendes, Keith Urban,
Ed Sheeran, Kelsea Ballerini, Jennifer

Lopez, Darius Rucker, John
Fogerty, John Legend, Adam
Lambert, Josh Groban and—I’m
sorry to report—Post Malone)
recreate Elvis Presley’s famous
’68 Comeback Special.

MONDAY 18

United Skates (HBO 6pm) The
historical intersection between
roller skating and African-
American culture is explored in
this boogie-filled documentary,
which spotlights three dedicated
skaters fighting to save their
struggling hometown skate rinks.

TUESDAY 19

Rocky IV (AMC 8:30pm) In 2018’s
hit drama Creed II, Rocky Balboa
(Sylvester Stallone) trained
Apollo Creed’s son Adonis Creed
(Michael B. Jordan) to fight Viktor
Drago (Florian Munteanu), son of
Ivan Drago (Dolph Lundgren).
Ivan Drago was, of course, the
dude who killed Adonis’ father in
the ring 33 years ago. So now
seem like a good time to look
back on the 1985 film that
launched this long-brewing
grudge match.

WEDNESDAY 20

“Documentary Now!” (IFC 9pm)
Bill Hader, Fred Armisen and Seth
Meyers’ pitch-perfect
documentary spoof returns for a
third season. First up: Owen
Wilson and Michael Keaton in a
send-up of ’60s-style cult
commune leaders. a

THURSDAY 14

“Dating Around” (Netflix streaming
anytime) I feel bad that Netflix
subscribers aren’t inundated with as
many interchangeable reality dating
shows as people with cable TV. Well,
that ends now.

“The Pacific: In the Wake of Captain
Cook with Sam Neill” (Ovation
8pm) Australian actor Sam Neill
traverses the South Pacific in the
footsteps of Captain James Cook,
some 350 years after that epic
exploration. On the itinerary: meeting
with the descendants of the people
Cook met and questioning the lasting
impact of this controversial historical
figure.

FRIDAY 15

“Doom Patrol” (DC Direct streaming
anytime) Tired of watching “Titans”?
Blasted through “Young Justice:
Outsiders”? DC Comics’ subscription
TV service adds its third series, a live-
action adaptation of the “weird hero”
comic “Doom Patrol.” Among the
oddball crimefighters: Cyborg (Joivan
Wade), Robotman (Brendan Fraser),
Mr. Nobody (Alan Tudyk), Elasti-
Woman (April Bowlby) and Negative
Man (Matt Bomer and Matthew Zuk).

“Umbrella Academy” (Netflix
streaming anytime) The cult comic
book series written by Gerard Way

Mysterious Ways
“Miracle Workers” on TBSBY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Y
ou could catagorize TBS’ “Miracle
Workers” as yet another workplace sitcom.
Except, in this instance, the workplace

happens to be Heaven. Based on the book
What In God’s Name by Simon Rich (“Man
Seeking Woman”), this seven-episode “limited
series” follows Hollywood’s current obsession
with the afterlife. Unlike ABC’s “The Good
Place,” however, it deals with questions of
spirituality rather than philosophy. And unlike
CBS’ “God Friended Me,” it’s a mostly cynical
upending of traditional Christian theology.

Instead of the usual clouds and pearly gates,
“Heaven Inc.” is a rundown factory staffed by a
bunch of stressed-out, overworked angels.
Seems that God (Steve Buscemi, because—
why not?) has had a rough few thousand years.
“You know how long it’s been since anyone
sacrificed a ram to me?” he laments. His
greatest creation, Earth, has devolved into a
cesspool of war, climate change and road rage.
Instead of performing miracles and bathing in
exultation, God is just sitting around in his
sweatpants drinking beer. Meanwhile, faced
with yet another budget cut, workers in the
Department of Animals nervously eye “dogs”
for extinction. 

Sick of her duties in the dead-end
Department of Dirt, ambitious young angel
Eliza (Geraldine Viswanathan from Blockers)
puts in for a transfer. Her pluck gets her sent to
the promising-sounding Department of
Answered Prayers. There, in the dingy bowels
of Heaven, she meets the department’s sole
employee, Craig (Daniel Radcliffe of Harry
Potter fame). A lonely, unsocialized hermit,
Craig has spent the last few millennia helping
people find lost keys and missing gloves. All

the other more difficult prayers are kicked
upstairs to God, where they pile up in his
inbox.

Freaked out about her department’s severe
understaffing, Eliza decides to confront God.
The Earth is falling apart and humankind is in
need of some serious divine intervention. God
agrees—and decides to blow up Earth. Time to
move on to his “next big thing.” (Some sort of
theme restaurant, possibly.) 

Unwilling to give up on Earth, and fearing
for Craig’s well-being, Eliza makes a bet. If she
and Craig can fulfill one “impossible” prayer,
God won’t snuff out the planet. The angelic
duo are given two weeks to complete their
assignment: help two shy people fall in love.
As far as God is concerned, prayers of love are
the most impossible to fulfill. 

Compared to “The Good Place” (which it,
inevitably, must be), “Miracle Workers” isn’t
nearly as smart nor innovative. It doesn’t
tackle issues of cosmic significance with the
same level of gusto. It’s mostly just a good-
natured, fantasy-based rom-com-cum-office-
sitcom with some funny, broad-target jokes.
The cast interacts well, with the twitchy
Radcliffe and the optimistic Viswanathan
bouncing off one another nicely. Like prayers
to God, questions regarding the mechanics of
this odd, corporate afterlife remain mostly
unanswered—or are at least left hanging until
later episodes. The show’s concept has its flaws
and logical gaps, but they don’t spoil the fun.
Appropriately—given the setting—“Miracle
Workers” ends up finding empathetic,
energetic satire in odd places. a

“Miracle Workers” airs Tuesdays at 8:30pm on TBS.
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ring Gregory Peck as the admirably upright lawyer
hero of Harper Lee’s Depression-era morality play
returns to the big screen. 129 minutes. Unrated.
(Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Young Lakota (2012)
This sociopolitical documentary heads to the Pine
Ridge Reservation where Sunny Clifford, her twin
sister Serena and their neighbor Brandon Ferguson,
dream of making a difference for themselves and
the community around them. When South Dakota
passes a law criminalizing all forms of abortion, the
first female president of the Oglala Lakota, takes a
stand by proposing building a women’s health clinic
on sovereign reservation land. Our three young sub-
jects are soon drawn into this political storm, forc-
ing them to make choices that will define who they
are and what kind of adults they will become. 83
minutes. Unrated. (Guild Cinema)

STILL PLAYING

2019 Oscar Nominated Short Films: Ani-
mation
Get a leg up on your office Oscar pool by taking in a
selection of fantastic shorts nominated for Oscars
this year. Start off with the animated shorts, spot-
lighting five mini movies (plus two bonus shorts)
from around the world. Among this year’s selections
is the Pixar short “Bao,” in which an aging Chinese
mother suffering from empty nest syndrome brings
a giggling dumpling boy to life. 74 minutes. Un-
rated. (High Ridge)

Alita: Battle Angel
Yukito Kishiro’s action-packed cyberpunk
manga/anime series Battle Angel Alita gets the live-
action treatment courtesy of director Robert Ro-
driguez (Once Upon a Time in Mexico, From Dusk Till
Dawn, Sin City) and writer-producer James
Cameron (Aliens, Terminator 2: Judgment Day, Ti-
tanic). A severely damaged android in the form of a
young girl (Rosa Salazar) is found in a scrapheap
by a rogue scientist (Christoph Waltz). He rebuilds
her, but she has no memory of her past or the post-
apocalyptic world in which she finds herself.
Nonetheless, she finds work as a bounty hunter and
in the deadly sport of “Motorball.” It’s quite the spe-
cial effects extravaganza, but Cameron’s script
bodges together a few too many storylines and gen-
res. 122 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque)

Aquaman
Jason Mamoa reprises his role as the aquatic
avenger from Justice League in this shallow but en-
ergetic sci-fi fantasy. Director James Wan (Saw, In-
sidious, The Conjuring) goes big-time, big-budget
with this CGI-saturated underwater epic. It’s 50 per-
cent Indiana Jones, 50 percent Star Wars and 50
percent Thor—and at two hours and 23 minutes
long, it’s about 50 percent too much film. But it’s a
good indication that Warner Bros./DC has finally
crawled out from under all that “grimdark” baggage
and is ready to have some fun. Reviewed in v27
i51. 143 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Bohemian Rhapsody
Rami Malek (“Mr. Robot”) takes on the task of em-
bodying theatrical rock icon Freddie Mercury in this
entertaining but uncomplicated musical biopic chroni-
cling the years leading up to Queen’s legendary ap-
pearance at the Live Aid concert. Bryan Singer (The
Usual Suspects, X-Men) directs. 134 minutes. PG-13.
(Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Century Rio, Cen-
tury 14 Downtown, Movies 8, Movies West)

Bumblebee
For the sixth film in the live-action Transformers movie
series, producers dial it waaay back. This spinoff is set
in the mid-’80s and follows the adventures of alien-
robot-disguised-as-a-yellow-Volkswagon Bumblebee
as he arrives on Earth and teams up—Iron Giant
style—with a teenage girl. Sure it’s filled with CGI ac-
tion, but the simplified cast, nostalgic setting and
heartfelt story make it the best Transformers of the
lot—and a surefire hit with old-school fans. 113 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Cold Pursuit
Perpetually vengeful old man Liam Neeson stars as a
Colorado snowplow driver looking for revenge against
the drug dealers who killed his son. Director Hans Pet-
ter Moland helms this blackly comic action-thriller, a
remake of his own 2014 Norwegian import, In Order
of Disappearance. It’s familiar stuff but has the quirky,
self-amused air of an Elmore Leonard novel. R. (Cen-
tury Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque
12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Cold War
In the aftermath of World War II, noted Polish com-
poser Wiktor (Tomasz Kot) assembles a folk music
and dance ensemble at the behest of his new bosses
back in Moscow. When the group passes through
Berlin, however, he proposes defecting to the West
with the group’s star performer, Zula (Joanna Kulig).
Lacking his romantic optimism, she elects to stay be-
hind in Communist Poland. This kicks off a tumul-
tuous, decades-long, on-again/off-again romance
across the Iron Curtain. Writer-director Pawel Paw-
likowski directs with the poetic visual patience and lu-
minous black-and-while palette of Ingmar Bergman.
Nominated for three Academy Awards. Reviewed in
v28 i5. 129 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, High
Ridge)

Destroyer
Nicole Kidman stars in this grim crime drama for di-
rector Karyn Kusama (Girlfight, The Invitation) as a
bitter, alcoholic police detective who reconnects with
people from a mysterious, long-ago undercover as-
signment amid a “Sons of Anarchy”-style gang. Kid-
man goes all in, but the story is familiar—making
Kidman’s “Charlize Theron in Monster” makeunder the
film’s biggest headline. 121 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

A Dog’s Way Home
This follow-up to the book/movie A Dog’s Purpose
could be the most emotionally manipulative tearjerker
ever conceived. Seems that an impossibly cute puppy
named Bella is adopted by a kindly young man
(Jonah Hauer-King) and is put to work as an emo-
tional support animal for people in hospitals. But
when she becomes separated from her owner, she
must embark on a 400-mile journey to get home.
Along the way, she comforts homeless veterans, res-
cues people from avalanches and performs all sorts
of miraculous deeds. Bryce Dallas Howard provides
the cutesy voice of the dog, who narrates the film in
voice-over. Humor columnist W. Bruce Cameron (8
Simple Rules For Dating My Teenage Daughter) wrote
a whole bunch of other dog books, so be prepared for
more. 96 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema)

Escape Room
Saw and Cube get jammed into one another as six
strangers find themselves trapped in a ridiculously
complicated “escape room” that is slaughtering them
off, one by one. Deborah Ann Woll (“True Blood,”
“Daredevil”) and Tyler Labine (“Reaper,” Tucker And
Dale vs. Evil) are the recognizable cast members. This
cheapo, PG-13 January horror flick comes to us from
the director of last January’s cheapo, PG-13 horror
flick Insidious: The Last Key. 99 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Favourite
In early 18th-century England, sickly Queen Anne
(Olivia Colman from “The Crown” and “Peepshow”) is
expertly manipulated by her BFF, Lady Sarah (Rachel
Wiesz). Things change, however, when Sarah’s impov-
erished cousin (Emma Stone) shows up and makes a
play for the Queen’s affections. This three-way power
struggle plays out like a nastier (and, as it happens,
far funnier) version of Dangerous Liaisons. Director
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high-tech African nation of Wakanda to ascend its
throne in the wake of his father’s death. Reviewed
in v27 i8. 134 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cen-
tury 14 Downtown)

BlacKkKlansman
Spike Lee (Do the Right Thing) directs this crazy
tale of an African-American police officer (John
David Washington) who goes undercover in the Ku
Klux Klan (and even becomes the chapter presi-
dent) is actually based on a real incident in early
’70s Colorado Springs. 135 minutes. R. (Century
Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX)

Howl’s Moving Castle (2004)
Hayao Miyazaki adapts Diana Wynne Jones’ young
adult novel for this 2004 animated masterpiece.
This fabulous fairy tale concerns a young girl,
cursed to live as an old woman, who takes up resi-
dence in the titular dwelling of a handsome wizard
in hopes of finding a cure. The story, mixing fantasy
and technology, is more intuitive than logical; but
fans (both young and old) of otherworldly drama
will be duly impressed. 119 minutes. PG. (Flix Brew-
house)

Little Shop of Horrors (1986) 
This extraordinarily entertaining horror comedy re-
makes the hit Broadway musical (itself a remake of
Roger Corman’s original 1960 movie). Rick Moranis
plays a New York nebbish who unwittingly breeds a
man-eating plant (with a fantastic singing voice).
Ellen Greene, Steve Martin, John Candy, Jim Belushi
and Bill Murray costar. 104 minutes. PG-13. (Guild
Cinema)

Mid90s
Actor Jonah Hill turns writer-director for this indie
comedy-drama about a 13-year-old kid in ’90s-era
LA who spends his summer navigating between his
troubled home life and a group of new friends he
meets at a local skate shop. Sunny Suljic (The
Killing of a Sacred Deer, The House With a Clock in
Its Walls) stars alongside Katherine Waterston (Fan-
tastic Beasts and Where to Find Them). 84 min-
utes. R. (SUB Theater)

Mirai
In this warm and colorful fantasy-drama out of
Japan, a 4-year-old boy discovers a magical garden
where he meets his as-yet-unborn younger sister
Mirai, who is now a teenage girl and has traveled
back in time to see him. Their adventures together
help the young lad cope with the idea of having a
baby sibling. Highly regarded writer-director
Mamoru Hosoda (The Girl Who Leaped Through
Time, Wolf Children, Summer Wars, The Boy and the
Beast) helms this all-ages anime. It’s been nomi-
nated in the Best Animated Feature category for
this year’s Oscars. Presented in English dubbed and
English subtitled versions. 98 minutes. Unrated.
(Century Rio)

My Fair Lady (1964)
This musical update on the myth of Pygmalion star-
ring Rex Harrison as a snobbish professor and Au-
drey Hepburn as a Cockney flower girl arrives back
in theaters just in time to celebrate its 55th an-
niversary. 170 minutes. Unrated. (Century Rio, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

To Kill a Mockingbird (1963)
The universally beloved, Oscar-decked drama star-

NEW

2019 Oscar Nominated Short Films: Live
Action
Imagine watching five Oscar-nominated films in one
brief sitting. You can do that with this year’s Best
Live-Action Short nominees. Films from Spain,
Canada, Ireland and the US are presented. High-
lights include “Marguerite” (a tender drama about
an elderly woman whose freindship with a new
nurse allows her to unpack decades of hidden long-
ings) and “Detainment” (a tense based-on-a-true-
story drama about two 10-year-old boys detained
by police under suspicion of murdering a toddler).
105 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 2/15 at Guild
Cinema, High Ridge)

Capernaum
From Lebanon comes this hard-hitting, social-realist
melodrama. While serving a 5-year sentence for a
violent crime, a 12-year-old boy (Zain El Rafeea)
from the slums of Beirut sues his parents for giving
birth to him. Actor-writer-director Nadine Labaki
(Where Do We Go Now?) staffs her film with a
largely untrained cast, each embodying characters
close to their own life stories. It’s a long plunge
down a deep hole (wrapped inside a questionable
courtroom drama), but most everyone involved
manages to engender genuine sympathy amid the
darkness, squalor and human misery. In Arabic and
Amharic with English subtitles. 126 minutes. R.
(Opens Friday 2/15 at High Ridge)

Five Seasons: The Gardens of Piet Oudolf
Revolutionary landscape designer Piet Oudolf is
known for designing iconic public works such as
New York’s High Line and Chicago’s Millennium
Park, redefining our concept of gardens as works of
art. This meditative documentary immerses viewers
in Oudolf’s work, giving an insight into his ecologi-
cally minded creative process. 75 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Saturday 2/16 at Guild Cinema)

Gully Boy
A 22-year-old kid named Murad (Ranveer Singh) is
born the son of a cab driver in a poor ghetto in
Mumbai, India. His parents work hard so that he
can get educated and obtain a good, white-collar
job. But Murad has a dream of becoming a hip-hop
star, rapping about the socioeconomic pressures
facing India’s disenfranchised minority populations.
In Hindi with English subtitles. 154 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Thursday 2/14 at Century 14 Down-
town)

Gundam NT
This feature-length anime spinoff of the long-run-
ning “Mobile Suit Gundam” series is based on the
11th “Gundam Unicorn” novel, Phoenix Hunting—a
fact that will make sense to … several people. Fol-
lowing the infamous “Laplace Incident,” both the
Unicorn Gundam and the Banshee were sealed
away, never to be seen again. But two years after a
massive peace charter is signed, the Unicorn Gun-
dam 03 Phenex suddenly reappears, forcing the
united Federation and Neo-Zeon forces to hunt
down the rebellious, human-piloted robotic
weapon. 100 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday
2/19 at Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Tito and the Birds
Reviewed this issue. 73 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 2/15 at High Ridge)

The World Before Your Feet
For the past six years, New York City resident Matt
Green has been on a quest to walk all 8,000 miles
of roads, streets and paths in his hometown. His
five-borough journey takes him past barbershops in
the Bronx, forests in Staten Island and Times
Square in Manhattan. Along the way he gives up his
9-to-5 engineering job, his apartment and most of
his possessions to live the couch-surfing life of a
modern-day, city-bred Thoreau. Directed by Jeremy
Workman (Who Is Henry Jaglom?) and executive
produced by New York-born actor Jesse Eisenberg
(The Social Network), the film is nothing short of a
history-and-trivia-filled love letter to NYC. 95 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Monday 2/18 at Guild Cin-
ema)

Zen For Nothing
This German-made documentary quietly immerses
viewers in life at a Japanese monastery by following
a “Zen novice” (from Switzerland) over the course of
three seasons. Depending on your perspective, it’s
either very slow or very “Zen like.” In German and
Japanese with English subtitles. 100 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Monday 2/18 at Guild Cinema)

RETURNING

Black Panther
Prince T’Challa (Chadwick Boseman) returns to the

Capernaum
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Marshall (Chicago, Into the Woods) directs. Emily
Blunt (The Devil Wears Prada) stars as our “practically
perfect” nanny, who returns to London, decades later,
to look after the now-grown Banks siblings’ young chil-
dren. The cast includes Emily Watson, Lin-Manuel Mi-
randa, Colin Firth, Ben Whishaw, Meryl Streep, Angela
Lansbury, Julie Walters, David Warner and Dick Van
Dyke. 130 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Miss Bala
Gina Rodriguez (“Jane the Virgin”) stars as Gloria, a
struggling Los Angeles makeup artist who gets caught
in the world of cross-border crime after returning
home to Tijuana to help out an old friend. Gloria’s
friend ends up kidnapped after a deadly nightclub
shooting. While looking into the shocking disappear-
ance, Gloria gets caught between a Mexican gang,
some corrupt cops and the DEA. Guns and grenade-
launchers are involved in this victim-turned-action-
hero drama directed by Catherine Hardwicke
(Thirteen, The Lords of Dogtown, Twilight). 100 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cen-
tury 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Mule
Clint Eastwood directs and stars in this “inspired by a
true story” drama about a 90-year-old horticulturist
who gets caught transporting $3 million worth of co-
caine through Michigan for a Mexican drug cartel.
Bradley Cooper, Michael Peña, Andy Garcia, Laurence
Fishburne, Taissa Farmiga and Dianne Wiest costar.
116 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
Movies 8, Movies West)

The Prodigy
From The Bad Seed to Orphan to We Need to Talk
About Kevin, Hollywood hasn’t met a creepy kid it
doesn’t like. Here, a mother (Taylor Schilling from “Or-
ange Is the New Black”) worries that the suddenly dis-
turbing behavior of her brilliant young son (Jackson
Robert Scott) may have a supernatural cause. 92
minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Ralph Breaks the Internet
Wreck-It Ralph (2012) was a nostalgic, surprisingly
sweet flashback about video game characters come
to life. For this animated sequel, computerized heavy-

turned-hero Ralph (voiced by John C. Reilly) sets out
on a spoof-filled journey to the internet with pal
Vanellope von Schweetz (Sarah Silverman). 112 min-
utes. PG. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse
In this original-looking animated film (employing a
gritty, cell-shaded 3D style), young Miles Morales be-
comes the Spider-Man of his reality after he crosses
paths with super-powered spider folk from all sorts of
Marvel Comics universes. We get Jake Johnson (“New
Girl”) as plain old Peter Parker, Hailee Steinfeld (True
Grit) as Spider-Gwen, Nicolas Cage as Spider-Man
Noir and John Mulaney (“Saturday Night Live”) as
Peter Porker the Spectacular Spider-Ham. This is
some deep-dive Marvel Comics mythology, but
screenwriter Phil Lord (The Lego Movie) keeps things
energetic and fun. 117 minutes. PG. (Century Rio,
Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Stan & Ollie
In the mid-’50s, an aging Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy tried to revive their careers with a stage tour of
England. Recreated here by British funnyman Steve
Coogan (Stan) and America actor John C. Reilly
(Ollie), the famed duo are brought back to life with
startling authenticity. Not only do Coogan and Reilly
look the parts, but they’ve studied every mannerism
and movement. As the tour wears on both health and
finances, the two men come to grips with the reasons
behind their long-ago breakup. It’s an intimate, be-
hind-the-scenes film, but the charisma and chemistry
of the stars imparts a bittersweet sense of nostalgia.
Reviewed in v28 i4. 97 minutes. PG. (High Ridge)

A Star Is Born
Bradley Cooper (the Hangover films) turns writer-di-
rector-star in this remake of the remake of the remake
of the remake of A Star Is Born. Cooper plays the
burned-out stadium rock star who discovers a golden-
voiced ingénue (Lady Gaga) whom he mentors to
stardom. (Only to find himself eclipsed and drowning
his sorrows in booze.) Lady Gaga is a revelation as
both a natural actress and as a stripped-down singer.
Unfortunately, the film’s first half (featuring lots of ro-
mance, concert footage and dreams coming true) is
better than the second half (all bad behavior, melo-
drama and weeping). Reviewed in v27 i40. 135 min-
utes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Movies
8, Movies West, High Ridge)

They Shall Not Grow Old
Peter Jackson (The Lord of the Rings series) directs
this humble historical documentary about World War
I, featuring never-before-seen footage, to commemo-
rate the centennial of the conflict’s end. 99 minutes.
R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Upside
This American comedy-drama is loosely based on the
2011 French film The Intouchables, which is itself
loosely based on the true story of Corsican business-
man Phillippe Pozzo di Borgo. (There were also Indian
and Argentine remakes.) A wealthy hotel magnate
(Bryan Cranston), rendered quadriplegic in a hang-
gliding accident, hires an unemployed man with a
criminal record (Kevin Hart) to act as his live-in care-
giver. Eventually, of course, the two opposites become
best buds. 125 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century
14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX)

Vice
Christian Bale goes through a major physical transfor-
mation to play paunchy, bald and rather infamous for-
mer vice president Dick Cheney in this vicious comic
biopic. Joining in on the fun of giving a finger poke in
the eye of authority are Sam Rockwell as George W.
Bush, Steve Carell as Donald Rumsfeld, Tyler Perry as
Colin Powell and Amy Adams as Lynne Cheney. Re-
viewed in v28 i1. 132 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Cen-
tury 14 Downtown)

What Men Want
Taraji P. Henson (“Empire”) stars in this gender-
swapped remake of Nancy Meyers’ 2000 comedy
What Women Want (itself a remake of a 1993 French
film). Henson plays a struggling sports agent who
gains an unexpected edge on her male counterparts
(not to mention the various objects of her affections)
when she develops the ability to hear men’s thoughts.
117 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Yorgos Lanthimos (Dogtooth, The Lobster, The Killing
of a Sacred Deer) offers up his most accessible, least
surreal film to date with this delightfully wicked cos-
tume dramedy. Reviewed in v27 i50. 119 minutes. R.
(Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Century Rio, Cen-
tury 14 Downtown, High Ridge)

Free Solo
Alex Honnold, the first person to ever “free solo” (no
ropes, no partners, no safety equipment) climb up
Yosemite’s 3,000 foot high El Captian Wall, is the sub-
ject of this jaw-dropping documentary. Inspiring and
occasionally heart-stopping, this sporting documen-
tary deserves to be seen by even those who aren’t all
that interested in rock climbing. 100 minutes. PG-13.
(High Ridge)

Glass
The moratorium on spoiler alerts has long expired.
Writer-director M. Night Shyamalan’s 2016 horror
thriller Split was actually a sneaky sequel to his 2000
superhero film Unbreakable (which was pretty sneaky
about its true intentions to begin with). Now all the
cats are out of the bag, and Shyamalan is free to
complete the trilogy by getting his upstanding super-
hero (Bruce Willis) and his two supervillains (Samuel
L. Jackson, James McAvoy) together for their first, real-
deal comic book-style conflict. 129 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Flix Brewhouse,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium
16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, AMC Albu-
querque 12)

Green Book
A working-class, Italian-American bouncer (Viggo
Mortenesen) from New York City finds himself acting
as chauffeur for a wealthy black concert pianist (Ma-
hershala Ali) as he goes on a tour of the segregated
Jim Crow South in 1962. This family friendly tale of
discrimination clearly flips the script on the Driving
Miss Daisy formula. But director Peter Farrelly (who,
along with his brother, gave us Dumb and Dumber
and There’s Something About Mary) directs with com-
passion and humor. 130 minutes. PG-13. (Century
Rio, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century
14 Downtown)

Happy Death Day 2U
Happy Death Day, the comedic slasher film version of
Groundhog Day, was a surprise hit back in 2017. So,
naturally, we’ve got a sequel. Jessica Rothe returns as
the college student who finds herself inexplicably
murdered over and over again on one particularly
sucky birthday. This time around, the masked killer is
stalking her friends, and she’s forced to die repeatedly
in order to save them. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century
14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque)

Isn’t It Romantic
A young woman disenchanted with love (Rebel Wil-
son) finds herself trapped inside a cliché-filled ro-
mantic comedy. It’s from the maker of A Very Harold &
Kumar 3D Christmas, so you know you’re in good
hands. Liam Hemsworth, Adam Devine, Jennifer Saun-
ders and Tom Ellis round out the cast. 88 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

The Kid Who Would Be King
A British kid finds the magical sword of King Arthur
and embarks on an epic quest to thwart the medieval
menace of Morgana le Fay. This family fantasy is
swirling with special effects, but it still manages to
capture the flavor of a classic kids adventure. Also,
Patrick Stewart is Merlin. So there’s that. 120 min-
utes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The LEGO Movie 2: The Second Part
Chipper LEGO construction worker Emmett Brickowski
(Chris Pratt) has his optimism tested when his home-
town is turned into a post-apocalyptic wasteland and
his friends are all kidnapped by space aliens. More
colorful and more manic than the original, this fun-
filled sequel very nearly lives up to the impossibly
high level of expectation left behind by the near-per-
fect original. It’s a thoughtful, hilarious and surpris-
ingly sweet follow-up that works for parents and kids
alike. Reviewed in v28 i6. 106 minutes. PG. (Century
Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Mary Poppins Returns
Nearly 55 years after Walt Disney made a live-ac-
tion/animated adaptation of P.L. Travers beloved chil-
dren’s novels, comes this imaginative sequel. Rob

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY
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MUSIC | SHOW UP!

Master of Concerts!
Dedicated to how I’m rocking you

BY AUGUST MARCH

O
kay. This is the part of the column where I
usually let loose with some textual
reduction of this or that rocanrol song, all

in the hopes of somehow enticing you, the
typical Alibi reader, to go out and see some
local shows.

The problem with Metallica, and sorry if
you don’t agree, is that the dudes aren’t what
one would call masterful lyricists. Sure the part
about “breakfast on a mirror” is high-larious,
but generally speaking their flow is an
awkward one. Thanks be to Thelema that they
can handle their instruments in a vigorous
way. Awesome, right? Just ask Dave Mustaine.

Anywho I decided to dispense with this
week’s lyrics for the aforementioned reasons
plus the fact that the words to “Master of
Puppets” are so sad and lonesome, dang it.
Now, you don’t wanna think about all that
dreary existential rot while you’re on the way
out the door to what may prove to be one of
the greatest local gigs ever, amirite?

I knew that, but I still sorta like the idea:
Becoming a master of anything means practice
and dedication, a thing listeners can achieve,
then, by attending show after mind-blowing
show.

With that said, here are this week’s
opportunities to rock out. Master them if you
dare.

Friday
I am totally psyched that Five Mile Float is
getting gigs in Burque’s clubland. The able
quartet will be gigging at Moonlight Lounge
(120 Central Ave. SW) on Friday, Feb. 15.

Why, just about four years ago, I referred to
this rock ensemble as a cadre of wunderkind.
Now that they’re old enough to hit the adult
rock circuit (goodbye youth, goodbye good old
Jamspot and hello loud, drunken but
appreciative crowds) I am sure that they are
going to slay in a way that some of their peers
have only dreamt. The pop fabulism of songs
like “A Summer of George” “The Nomad”—
including minor key turns, deftly quirky hooks
and super-solid bridges—reveal a local indie
rock band whose brilliance might not have
been realized if not for a dedicated fan base
and the subtle influence of rockers from the
before time, like Carl Petersen.

They’ll be kickin’ it with The Holy Knives
a brotherly duo composed of Kyle and Kody
Valentine. They are outta San Antonio and
come with a sultry, twangy west Texas sound
that draws on the inherent psychedelia of the
desert for its sonic power. Their latest album,
Year of the Black Dog, dropped last November.

Ceremonies, a shoegazing, dream-pop
making trio from right here in Burque, fill out
this bill that might be otherwise dubbed The
Coming Race. 9pm • $5 • 21+.

Saturday
Trumpeter Ryan
Montaño has worked
diligently to get to
where he is.
Renowned as on one
of the finest horn
players in El Burque
and well beyond,
Montaño’s career
blossomed as he took
on smooth jazz and
then composition,
bringing substance
and vibrancy to a
genre that many are
content to use as a
demonstration of
facility at the
expense of
passionate
expression. The
jazzman responsible
for cracking the lid
on the top 40 jazz
gold mine once only
accessible to certain
Los Angelenos will
perform on Saturday,
Feb. 16 at the
Barelas Event
Center (907 Fourth
Street SW).

Weekly Alibi
recently asked
Montaño about his
latest work and he told us about his new album
Truth Journey, which dropped in December,
saying, “what I was finding was that
commercial jazz has a really strict formula that
determines whether it gets played or not. I
found that my songwriting and what I was
doing as an instrumentalist was starting to be
structured around that format. I began to
wonder what could take me to the next level
of getting known. I went through a period of
trying to determine exactly what I was trying
to do musically. I started writing a lot of songs,
with my friends and by myself at the piano.
What I like about this album is that it
encompasses that spectrum [of exploration]. It
really comes from the heart. Some of it has
that commercial sound, but it is all part of my
musical journey of truth!

Sounds to me like you ought to show up!
7pm • $20 • All-ages.

Sunday Part I
One of the ways to tell that spring is in the air,
in this part of the Southwest anyway, is to wait
for a concert by The Reverend Horton Heat
to come into view. Well, here it is, folks.

Those acclaimed psychobilly priests of all that
is hot and rocking will be playing Sister (407
Central Ave. SW) on Sunday, Feb. 17.

Composed of Jim “Reverend Horton”
Heath, bassist Jimbo Wallace and a revolving
coterie of cray players like Arjuna Contreras,
Matt Jordan and Diego Randall, the band
brings a swinging, ebullient energy that
mimics spring using a slick combination of surf
sounds, rocking ’50s conceits, big band
shenanigans and the blistering fret work of the
Reverend himself.

These dudes have been at it since they
debuted in Deep Ellum back in the mid-’80s
and bring a cool credibility to every show they
make happen. Though they are primarily
known as a live band, early Sub Pop and
Interscope records like Liquor in the Front and
It’s Martini Time say these fellows mean
business. Rock business that is. Swinger
sounding legends Big Sandy, Voodoo Glow
Skulls and Delta Bombers complete the
scene. Going to this gig is as close as you’re
gonna get to springtime in February, dang it, so
dust off your dancing boots, jump into your
favorite Mopar super stock and head toward
the bar with the best booking agent in Burque.
7pm • $25 • 21+.

Sunday Part II
Having not heard a peep from the forces of
EDM of late, local music critic August March
was about to become danged despondent until
he heard that Hippie Sabotage, a duo of
electro-wizards from out of Califas will be
performing at the Sunshine Theater (120
Central Ave. SW) on Sunday, February 17.
Comprised of the brothers Saurer (Kevin and
Jeff), Hippie Sabotage has made a career of
making fabulous remixes, mostly of the work
of Tove Lo, a darkwave Swede, and Ellie
Goulding, a singer-songwriter from outta Old
Blighty.

With a sound that’s sprightly, spooky and
just about as laconically guitar-infused as
anything in the EDM groove right now (Viz.:
“Righeous,”) the work of Hippie Sabotage is
indeed very much anti-hippie, vibe wise. But
you didn’t need that long skirt and load of
precious beads to dance anyway, did you?
Substitute some sounds that bring memories
of the sea into reach, throw in some longing
and just enough autotune to prevent old-time
ravers for reaching for the vapor rub tube, and
yeah, this is the next level, kidz. Although I
could always do with less autotune. Anywho,
put your JNCOs on and give this show a go.
7pm • $25 • All-ages (13+).

Monday
Lemme see about that: “Yes, Yes, Y’all” is part
of a longish, party-positive phrase that’s been
used in hip-hop, mostly by MCs, since the
early days of the form. Though there is some

contention as to the actual source, many
attribute it to Grandmaster Flash and the
Furious Five in a flow called “Superrappin.”
Spoonie Gee and Rahim used the term early
on too, before folks like Aesop Rock, Mos Def
and Los Beastie Boys made generous references
to the phrase and its totally fun consequences.

Now and today, mijos y mijas, it’s the name
of a rapper here in the Burkes, too. Pope
YesYesYall will bring his history-coated and
super-silvery spit to Sister (407 Central Ave.
NW) on Monday, Feb. 18. According to the
press release I was just handed, dude is
“coming back to Earf to give the good people
of Albuquerque some classic hip-hop vibes full
of intergalactic fun!” That sounds like more
thrills than seeking out a super-secret sauce
recipe whilst driving around in a Jaguar XKE.
For realz.

The Pope will be joined by DJ Flo Fader
and A. Billi Free, whom I’m told will be
“bringing future soul in new dimensions.” This
show sounds most excellent: You know what
to do, homes, it don’t ever stop. 8pm • $5 •
21+. a

Pope YesYesYall COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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AURAL FIXATION!
BY AUGUST MARCH

KlezmerQuerque is Here
A little dancing never hurts!

KlezmerQuerque is coming to town this
week, and man, am I excited!

KlezmerQuerque 2019, a yearly festival—
now in its 17th year—produced by
Congregation Nahalat Shalom, takes place this
year from Feb. 14 through 17.

This year’s theme focuses on the genre’s
affiliative association with the music found in
Romanian culture and how that affiliation
contributed to a form of music created by
Ashkenazi Jews influenced by canonical music
and later revitalized and re-envisioned by 20th
century Jewish immigrants who were exposed
to American musical forms like jazz and the
blues, as they assimilated into our great
melting pot of a nation.

This year’s fest will be especially notable as
it features the work of several local artists as
well as internationally renowned musicians
who’ll be making the trip to the Duke City to
play some of the most engaging, heartfelt folk
music ever devised and disseminated by the
human tribe.

Violinist and ethnomusicologist Maimon

Miller, who used a Fulbright scholarship to
spend a year studying Transylvanian folk music
will perform on Saturday night along with
Isaac Sadigursky a clarinetist and
accordionist who is a major proponent of the
Klezmer tradition and its Balkan-influenced
repertoire.

Additionally, Cristian Florescu and

Sonia Dion will present a brief program of
Romanian folk dance, demonstrating how two
folk traditions became danceably intertwined.

This compelling combination of music,
dance and spirituality includes movie
screenings on Friday night as well as a children
and family dance event, a potluck dinner and a
Holy Shabbat service on Saturday morning
that includes a performance by Beth Cohen
and the Alvados Ensemble, a reading from
the Torah, a guided meditation and community
conclusion featuring traditional Kiddush Oneg
(grape juice and fruit).

Most importantly this event is also an
opportunity to hear some of Burque’s most
accomplished folk musicians as they jam to a
form of music that is ancient, arcane and
awesomely fun to experience.

The Rebbe’s Orkestra, featuring Burque
folk stalwart and Nahalat Shalom Cantor Beth

Cohen, local Klezmer trio Di Kavane

Kapelye as well as the Nahalat Shalom

Community Klezmer Band and the Rikud

Dancers will also lead performances during
the course of the festival.

This year’s KlezmerQuerque comes to an
informed and innovative conclusion on Sunday
night, Feb. 17 with four 90-minute workshops
on Klezmer music and traditional Romanian-
Jewish dance.

Individual event prices range from free to
$25; the senior/student all-event price is $95
and general admission is $115. All events take
place at Nahalat Shalom (3606 Rio Grande
Blvd. NW), between Candelaria and Griegos, in
beautiful Burque. For more details, a complete
schedule and to purchase tickets, visit
nahalatshalom.org/klezmerquerque-2019. a

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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CALENDAR
THURSDAY FEB 14
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Lani Nash • singer-songwriter • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Brandon Saiz • Plain Jane • country • Tod Harwell
and Hard Luck • 6pm • $5 • 21+

EFFEX NIGHT CLUB Alchemy • goth, electro, industrial, ’80s • Your
Bloody Valentine • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Romance the Casbahs • Omar Villanueva •
classical guitar • 7pm

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Jam Session • 7pm • FREE

LAUNCHPAD Covers by Lovers • Gena Lawson • rock • Jessica
Stone • Troy Tripp • Stue Trory • 9pm • $5 • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Gerunding • pop rock • Cool American •
August James • Veda Woolf • 9pm

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar • 6pm

SISTER Blood Incantation • metal • Necrot • Superstition • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. EX-orcism • Casey Mraz • acoustic • Los
Metamorfos • Latin • 2pm • FREE • 21+

TWIST NIGHTCLUB Weekly Alibi’s Valentine’s Day Singles Dance
Party • DJ Draztik • dance, electronic • 8pm • $7-$10 • 21+ •
See Event Horizon

FRIDAY FEB 15
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM George Russell •
jazz • 4:30pm • Kit Kat and the Mud Flaps • variety • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock, blues •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Brandon Saiz • Plain Jane • country • Tod Harwell
and Hard Luck • 6pm • $5 • 21+

DRAGON HORN TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Rock the Casbahs • Alex Maryol • blues, acoustic •
7pm • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY dogbrain • blues, rock • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Sumthin Sumthin • Infamous X 3rd 3YE • Mandlebot •
Purpetual • Psychalogik • Torque • thrash metal • 9pm

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Keith Sanchez • rock,
blues, singer-songwriter • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM The Gershom Brothers •
pop, rock • Picoso • Latin, salsa, jazz, flamenco • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Five Mile Float • indie • Holy Knives • dark
rock, pop • Ceremonies • post punk • 9pm • 21+

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Lethal Injektion • rap • Blinddryve •
Among The Scattered • heavy metal • Visions Of Death • thrash •
Nocturnal Curse • 7pm • $10-$12 • ALL-AGES!

ROCK AND BREWS Buzzardo’s Wake • rock • 8:30pm

SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues,
R&B • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Grivo • Pacenotes • shoegaze • Reighnbeau • indietronica •
8pm • $5

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Gin and Jazz: Valentine’s
Hangover • James McIntire Jazz Band • Coach Gun • jazz • 5pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Throwback Friday • DJ Flo Fader •
hip-hop • 5pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY FEB 16
B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE BARLEY ROOM Flashback Performance • variety • 8:30pm •
FREE • 21+

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM dogbrain • blues,
rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Brandon Saiz • Plain Jane • country • Tod Harwell
and Hard Luck • 6pm • $5 • 21+

ECLIPSE The Lovers and the Loveless • Blow Up the
Neighborhood! • Decent Exposure • variety • Late Night Fist Fight •
Zandi Ashley • Ari • 7pm • ALL-AGES!

HOTEL ANDALUZ Ibiza Music Series • DJ Alissa Divine • chill • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Alchemie • indie, modern rock •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Hellbilly Homicide • Moonshine Blind • rock, country •
The Despots • surf, punk, blues • Jem Crossland • 9pm

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Zink and The Oxides •
Latin, jazz, blues • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Stanley Kee and Step
In • blues • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Fallen Prophets • Suspended • Impaled
Offering • metal • 9pm

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY Los Radiators • acoustic folk,
rock, blues • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SIDEWINDERS Saint’s Ball: The Last Supper • Allison Saint • Boy
Izzy • Moxie Glow • drag • 9pm • $5 • 21+

SISTER Rude Behavior: Bass Night • Ptrick • electronic • 9pm

STONE FACE TAVERN Todd Tijerina Trio • blues, dance, roots, rock •
8:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Nathan Fox • indie, singer-songwriter,
blues • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Still Closed For Repairs Solo •
Americana, indie, folk • 6pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY
THE STAGE AT SANTA ANA STAR CASINO, Bernalillo Louie
Anderson • 9:30pm • 21+

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Louie Anderson • 7pm •
21+

SUNDAY FEB 17
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Dave Payne and Salt Cedar • blues, rock,
folk, Americana • 4pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD God’s Dirty Needle • Echoes Of Fallen • metal • Church
Crusher • Desecrated Humanity • 7pm

SISTER Reverend Horton Heat • rockabilly • Big Sandy & His Fly-
Rite Boys • Voodoo Glow Skulls • ska, punk • The Delta Bombers •
7pm

SUNSHINE THEATER Hippie Sabotage • hip-hop, electronic • 7pm

MONDAY FEB 18
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic with
Rob Roman • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN TAPROOM Brain Gang Trivia • noon • FREE • 18+

SISTER Pope Yesyesyall • A. Bilili Free • DJ Flo Fader • hip-hop •
8pm • $5

TUESDAY FEB 19
SISTER Slothrust • alt.rock • And The Kids • indie • 8pm • $10

SUNSHINE THEATER Born of Osiris • deathcore • Chelsea Grin •
metalcore • Make Suffer • 8pm

WEDNESDAY FEB 20
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Brain Gang Trivia • 6pm • FREE • 18+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Open Mic • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Ashes of Jupiter • Amarionette • post hardcore •
Manhigh • rock • Where’s the Rum? • 9pm • 21+

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open
Mic • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Y La Bamba • indie folk • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Singer-Songwriter Showcase •
Isaac Aragon • blues, rock, soul • Zandi Ashley • Brother Bynx •
David Bridwell • singer-songwriter • 8pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY
RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual
Wednesdays Open Mic • Royal Wood • Kevin Baca • 7:30pm • FREE •
21+



BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS BY JOSHUA LEE

Climate Change
Welcome to the cannabis Twilight Zone

living for themselves built on years of effort.
That’s not just a Righty view by any means.
These days I can’t vomit my anarchic
legalization rhetoric at anyone without them
visibly cringing. It’s terribly embarrassing.

Rep. Javier Martínez told Gallagher that he
traveled across rural New Mexico to hear the
concerns of the state’s harshest conservative

voters and found more counterintuitive
stances: “I think the level of opposition was

softer than I expected. People were
asking about funding treatment and

education on the issue.”
And here’s the other thing: Lujan

Grisham was the secretary of the
Department of Health when the

current program was initiated. I’d
put my left hand on the line to
say that she’s retained her

contact list from the good old
days, and that’s why we’re
going to see her deliver on
promises like lifting the cap

on the number of plants
producers are allowed to grow.
(One can hope anyway.)

What we probably won’t see
are any nods to legalization coming

from Lujan Grisham’s camp for the time being.
I really hope I’m wrong. I’ll totally submit to
the stocks at Civic Plaza.

War on CBD Begins in Earnest
New York City just banned CBD edibles, and
it might be a trend.

According to The New York Times, the city’s
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
ordered restaurants under its jurisdiction not
to sell food products containing CBD. City
inspectors were reportedly confiscating CBD-
infused products at eateries last week. In a
statement, health officials said restaurants
were not “permitted to add anything to food or
drink that is not approved as safe to eat.” 

The US Food and Drug Administration
says CBD is still banned from use in food or
dietary supplements, because it’s been used as a
component in an FDA-approved
pharmaceutical and can’t be included in over-
the-counter products. But the authorities have
been hands-off in their enforcement approach.
The aggressive tactics of the city of New York
signal an unfortunate change.

And they aren’t alone. Officials in Maine—
a state where recreational cannabis is legal—
recently banned the sale of CBD-infused
edibles in stores, and police and health
officials in Ohio made the rounds last week
ordering stores to destroy all CBD products on
their shelves.

Let’s just hope New Mexico keeps looking
the other way I guess. a

Don’t forget to RSVP to Weekly Alibi’s Organabus
CBD-sponsored 2019 New Mexico Cannabis Expo,
happening Saturday, March 23 from 11am to 5pm at

the Santa Fe Community Convention Center.

M
arijuana advocates in New Mexico have
been holding their breath until their
faces turn purple waiting to see which

way the wind is going to blow for recreational
marijuana legalization. The proverbial iron is
white-hot and all signs indicate that now is
the time to strike and let our lawmakers know
how we feel.

Overnight, it seems, control of our state
government has flipped over to the
Democrats, and to many, that means
cannabis legalization is a given. I’ve
been assured by many that
legalization is an inevitability now
that Democrat Lujan Grisham is
sitting in the governor’s seat, but
I’m still not sure. Maybe it’s my
innate distrust of authority figures
or my knowledge of history, but I
don’t really believe campaign
sizzles made by politicians until
I get to see the steak, if you
follow me.

The governor gave her first
State of the State address last
month and mentioned including
opioid addiction on the list of qualifying
conditions for the state’s medical cannabis
program. She made no mention of legalization.
Nevertheless, Rep. Javier Martínez introduced
House Bill 356 soon after—a piece of law that
would legalize possession of up to two ounces
of cannabis for adults over 21 if approved. The
bill would impose a nine percent surcharge on
all sales that would go toward research,
workforce training, substance misuse
treatment, mental health treatment and youth
drug-education programs. The bill would also
seal certain cannabis-related criminal records
and allow for the dismissal of sentences
currently being carried out by prisoners
incarcerated for cannabis-related crimes. Cities
and counties would be able to opt out of
allowing recreational cannabis sales if they
wish.

I would like to have heard the governor
give at least some lip service to the idea, but I
am not surprised in the least, dear reader.
Steve Terrell at the Santa Fe New Mexican
claims “conventional wisdom at the Capitol is
that the bill will pass the House but could stall
in the Senate, where Republicans and
conservative Democrats have sunk such efforts
in the past.” I’m not sure who the sage behind
this advice could be, but I’m inclined to agree.

Now before you jump to any conclusions
about those mangy conservatives, I’ll point out
an investigative piece written by Mike
Gallagher of the Albuquerque Journal which
said legislators are leery of passing any laws
that could endanger the state’s booming
medical cannabis industry. As you can
imagine, I get stuck in conversations about
cannabis legalization all the damn time (I’m
sick of it), and I’ve rarely heard a conservative
oppose it on moral or ideological grounds.
Oddly, it’s much more common for me to hear
concerns about The Big Guy coming in and
pushing out The Little People who’ve made a
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STEP UP

WHAT TO BRING:

STATE ID OR DL     PROOF OS SOCIAL SECURITY     PROOF OF ADDRESS

bplplasma.com

2 Great Locations:
22 Yale Blvd SE.(505-266-5729)

701 2nd St. (505-842-6991)

SIT DOWN GET PAID

EARN ON AVERAGE UP TO

$250
A MONTH*
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): When directors of
movies say, “It’s a wrap,” they mean that the shooting
of a scene has been finished. They may use the same
expression when the shooting of the entire film is
completed. That’s not the end of the creative process,
of course. All the editing must still be done. Once that’s
accomplished, the producer may declare that the final
product is “in the can,” and ready to be released or
broadcast. From what I can determine, Aries, you’re on
the verge of being able to say, “it’s a wrap” for one of
your own projects. There’ll be more work before you’re
ready to assert, “it’s in the can.”

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): In accordance with
astrological omens, I invite you to create your own
royal throne and sit on it whenever you need to think
deep thoughts and formulate important decisions. Make
sure your power chair is comfortable as well as
beautiful and elegant. To enhance your ability to wield
your waxing authority with grace and courage, I also
encourage you to fashion your own crown, scepter and
ceremonial footwear. They, too, should be comfortable,
beautiful and elegant.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): In 1995, astronomer
Bob Williams got a strong urge to investigate a small
scrap of the night sky that most other astronomers
regarded as boring. It was near the handle of the
constellation known as the Big Dipper. Luckily for him,
he could ignore his colleagues’ discouraging pressure.
That’s because he had been authorized to use the high-
powered Hubble Space Telescope for a 10-day period.
To the surprise of everyone but Williams, his project
soon discovered that this seemingly unremarkable part
of the heavens is teeming with over 3,000 galaxies. I
suspect you may have a challenge akin to Williams’,
Gemini. A pet project or crazy notion of yours may not
get much support, but I hope you’ll pursue it anyway. I
bet your findings will be different from what anyone
expects.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): A study by the Humane
Research Council found that more than 80 percent of
those who commit to being vegetarians eventually give
up and return to eating meat. A study by the National
Institute of Health showed that only about 36 percent
of alcoholics are able to achieve full recovery; the
remainder relapse. And we all know how many people
make New Year’s resolutions to exercise more often,
but then stop going to the gym by February. That’s the
bad news. The good news, Cancerian, is that during the
coming weeks you will possess an enhanced power to
stick with any commitment you know is right and good
for you. Take advantage!

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Are there two places on
earth more different from each other than Europe and
Africa? Yet there is a place, the Strait of Gibralter,
where Europe and Africa are just 8.7 miles apart. Russia
and the United States are also profoundly unlike each
other, but only 2.5 miles apart where the Bering Strait
separates them. I foresee a metaphorically comparable
phenomenon in your life. Two situations or influences or
perspectives that may seem to have little in common
will turn out to be closer to each other than you
imagined possible.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Virgo basketball star
Latrell Sprewell played professionally for 13 years. He
could have extended his career at least three more
seasons, but he turned down an offer for $21 million
from the Minnesota team, complaining that it wouldn’t
be sufficient to feed his four children. I will ask you not
to imitate his behavior, Virgo. If you’re offered a deal or
opportunity that doesn’t perfectly meet all your
requirements, don’t dismiss it out of hand. A bit of
compromise is sensible right now.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): In 1992, an Ethiopian
man named Belachew Girma became an alcoholic after
he saw his wife die from AIDS. And yet today he is
renowned as a Laughter Master, having dedicated
himself to explore the healing powers of ebullience and
amusement. He presides over a school that teaches
people the fine points of laughter, and he holds the
world’s record for longest continuous laughter at three
hours and six minutes. I nominate him to be your role

model in the next two weeks. According to my analysis
of the astrological omens, you will be especially primed
to benefit from the healing power of laughter. You’re
likely to encounter more droll and whimsical and
hilarious events than usual, and your sense of humor
should be especially hearty and finely-tuned.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A study published in
the journal Social Psychological and Personality
Science suggests that people who use curse words
tend to be more candid. “Swearing is often
inappropriate but it can also be evidence that someone
is telling you their honest opinion,” said the lead
researcher. “Just as they aren’t filtering their language
to be more palatable, they’re also not filtering their
views.” If that’s true, Scorpio, I’m going to encourage
you to curse more than usual in the coming weeks.
According to my analysis of the astrological omens, it’s
crucial that you tell as much of the whole truth as is
humanly possible. (P.S. Your cursing outbursts don’t
necessarily have to be delivered with total abandon
everywhere you go. You could accomplish a lot just by
going into rooms by yourself and exuberantly allowing
the expletives to roll out of your mouth.)

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): In the mid-’80s, a
California carrot farmer grew frustrated with the fact
that grocery stories didn’t want to buy his broken and
oddly shaped carrots. A lot of his crop was going to
waste. Then he got the bright idea to cut and shave the
imperfect carrots so as to make smooth little baby
carrots. They became a big success. Can you think of a
metaphorically comparable adjustment you could
undertake, Sagittarius? Is it possible to transform a
resource that’s partially going to waste? Might you be
able to enhance your possibilities by making some
simple modifications?

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Mongolia is a huge
landlocked country. It borders no oceans or seas.
Nevertheless, it has a navy of seven sailors. Its lone
ship is a tugboat moored on Lake Khovsgol, which is
three percent the size of North America’s Lake
Superior. I’m offering up the Mongolian navy as an apt
metaphor for you to draw inspiration from in the coming
weeks. I believe it makes good astrological sense for
you to launch a seemingly quixotic quest to assert your
power, however modestly, in a situation that may seem
out of your league.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): “A freshness lives
deep in me which no one can take from me,” wrote
Swedish poet Gunnar Ekelöf. “Something unstilled,
unstillable is within me; it wants to be voiced,” wrote
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche. In accordance with
your astrological omens, I propose we make those two
quotes your mottoes for the next four weeks. In my
opinion, you have a mandate to tap into what’s freshest
and most unstillable about you—and then cultivate it,
celebrate it and express it with the full power of your
grateful, brilliant joy.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): According to the
Encyclopedia of Occultism and Parapsychology, the
word “obsession” used to refer to the agitated state of
a person who was besieged by rowdy or unruly spirits
arriving from outside the person. “Possession,” on the
other hand, once meant the agitated state of a person
struggling against rowdy or unruly spirits arising from
within. In the Western Christian perspective, both
modes have been considered primarily negative and
problematic. In many other cultures, however, spirits
from both the inside and outside have sometimes been
regarded as relatively benevolent, and their effect quite
positive. As long as you don’t buy into the Western
Christian view, I suspect that the coming weeks will be
a favorable time for you to consort with spirits like
those. a

HOMEWORK: READ FREE EXCERPTS FROM MY MOST

RECENT BOOK: HTTPS://BIT.LY/JOYLUCKLOVE 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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Legal Services

START BANKRUTPCY FOR
$0. Lawyer Advertisement.
Stop Wage Garnishment |
Eliminate Your Debts | 100%
Free Consultation – Hurry |
McCookLawFirm.com |
(505) 600-2550

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC
TEST STRIPS FOR

$CASH$ & FREE PICK-UP!
Highest CASH Prices Paid In
NM For Your Diabetic Test
Strips And FREE Pick-UP!
Help Others(Those Without

Insurance) & Make Money
Too! Call: 505-203-6806

BUY TOOLS vice, axes,
chisels, and plane. Please
call 505-363-4813

Events

w
MINDWELL OPEN MIC
& SLAM 3904 Central

Ave. Free, all ages, 7-10 pm.
Friday, Feb. 15. Poetry &
music. Mental health &
recovery theme encouraged
but share what you like @
our Feb. Freakout!

Studies

SECONDHAND SMOKE

STUDY The UNM College of
Pharmacy is recruiting non-
smokers currently exposed to
secondhand smoke, 19-40
years old, for a study on a
new risk factor for heart
disease. Two visits (0.5 AND
1 hr) are needed. You will be
compensated for your time.
Call Meera Shah 505-272-
0578. HRRC #15-033

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in
the Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660
ext. 221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

Classified Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Employment

$$$ FOR OPINIONS Earn $30
for two hours and your time &
opinions in a focus group
Sat., Feb. 23 from 10 am-12
noon in Albuquerque. Must

have own transportation, be a
U.S. citizen, NM resident for at
least 1 year, be registered to
vote, 18 or older, and speak
English. For details, call 505-
293-2000 Mon-Fri 8am-5pm.

Apartments for Rent

FULLY FURNISHED
STUDIOS!!! Cable & Utilities
Included. Low rates. FREE
REWARDS PROGRAM! 505-
225-1216

Body & Soul

FURNISHED STUDIO APTS.
Low monthly/weekly rates.
Free utilities. No credit
check. 505-225-2673

MOVE IN TODAY! Furnished
Studio Apts w/ all utilities

and cable FREE, No credit
check. Call now 505-226-
6932

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the

Space is limited, so call as
soon as possible.

Opportunities

CAREGIVERS WANTED Provide
care for adults with
disabilities. $500 sign on

bonus at 90 days, FT,
$11.05/hr., Must have NMDL,
reliable vehicle, current ins.,
GED/HS Diploma, & must be
21 or over. Apply online:
https://providencesupportserv
ices.com/now-hiring

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East
Mountain, Bernalillo, Placitas,
Santa Fe and Los Lunas. The
Alibi is available at restaurants,
grocery stores, college
campuses, select retailers and
various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics,
humor, film, opinion, music, art
and the most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

Counseling/Psychiatry

$50 DROP IN GROUP THERAPY
MON-THURS 5-7PM Ctr 4 Sprtl
Lvg www.innernavigation.com

Licensed Massage

HEAL & RELAX! HEAL & RELAX
Skilled healing, deep relaxation.
25 years experience. Katrina
LMT#6855 (505) 506-4016
innovative.massagetherapy.com

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

the beautiful gift of authentic
Tantra massage and teaching. I
am a Certified Tantra Educator,
Professional Massage
Therapist, Relationship Coach
and Reiki Healer. Please call
me for detailed information
and scheduling.
Namaste,Julianne 505 920
3083 LMT #2788

Self-Help/Workshops

w
OUT OF CONTROL?
Struggling with

COMPULSIVE SEXUAL
BEHAVIOR and WANT HELP?
Call 505-510-1722 or visit
www.abqsaa.org

READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing requires
registration numbers for

individuals who practice massage
therapy. These registration
numbers are included in all ads
within category 300. Advertisers in
this category are registered and
licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic massage.
Advertisers in category 300 do
not perform sexual massages. Any
concerns regarding any of the
advertisers in this category should
be directed to: Weekly Alibi.

Want to change
your drinking?

We are looking for volunteers to 
participate in a research study who 
want to change their drinking with a 

non-medication based treatment. You 
will be paid up to $440 for up to 32 

hours of your time.

Call ABQ TREAT at 505-633-8861 

or email abqtreat@mrn.org.

Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 “Downton Abbey”
countess
5 PokÈmon protagonist
8 Fix, as the end of a pool
cue
13 Strong cards
14 “SmackDown!” org.
15 High grade
17 Johnny Carson’s
predecessor
19 “Sorry Not Sorry”
singer Demi
20 Magic, on a scoreboard
21 Like toast without
butter
22 So far
23 “Weetzie Bat” author
Francesca ___ Block
24 Get a sense of
importance, say
26 Children’s author
Blyton
28 E-mail address part
29 Ancient Roman road
30 Indian restaurant
appetizer
33 Hospital count
36 Places with IVs
37 “The Battle With the
Slum” author and social
reformer
40 ___ A. Bank (menswear
retailer)
43 “Don’t move!”
44 Super Bowl XLI
halftime headliner
48 Actress Hathaway of
“Ocean’s 8”
50 1010, in binary
52 Gloom and ___
53 Figure out group
emotions, maybe
58 Replacement
59 Wrigley Field judges
60 Boy band that sang
“Girl on TV”
61 She, in Brazil
62 Surgeon for whom a
mouthwash is named
63 Some purchases for
vape pens

65 Prefix meaning “insect”
66 Their capacity is
measured in BTUs
67 Attila’s band
68 “Quiz Show” figure
Charles Van ___
69 1950s White House
nickname
70 ___-bitty

Down

1 Persuades
2 Instrument in a Legend
of Zelda title
3 Win back
4 Inquire of
5 In the know
6 Began to convince
7 She/___ pronouns
8 Chief Wiggum’s kid
9 Melodramatize
10 Copenhagen’s ___
Gardens
11 How short messages
may be sent
12 Bring off, slangily
16 Seeders
18 Adobe file format
22 Say out loud
25 Legislative persuader

27 Gp. that oversees the
ATF
31 Airline based in
Stockholm
32 False front
34 Slight decrease
35 Knightly title
38 Hall’s partner
39 PBS’s “Science Kid”
40 Rapper in the Fyre
Festival documentaries
41 With “of,” in total
agreement
42 Shapes up quickly
45 Barely defeat
46 Was unable to
47 Diplomat’s building
49 Podcast staffer
51 “I couldn’t find it”
54 HBO series set in New
Orleans
55 “Great blue” marsh
bird
56 Good for something
57 Actress Gretchen of
“Boardwalk Empire”
63 “___ Ho” (“Slumdog
Millionaire” song)
64 ___ Beta Kappa
©2019 Jonesin’
Crosswords 

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“Double Up”—the middle two from all five.
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